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Evaluation OfKnowledgeworkx's Cultural Mapping And Navigation Assessment: 
A Cultural Self-Awareness Instrument 
Abstract 
by Beth A. Yoder 
University of tbe Pacific 
2012 
This exploratory and original research project examined tbe Cultural Mapping & 
Navigation Assessment (CMN) in order to evaluate it as an intercultural training tool. 
This instrument was designed by KnowledgeWorkx's multicultural team to assist people 
in understanding cultural dimensions and developing cultural self-awareness, which are 
foundational to a person developing intercultural competence. The instrument was eva!-
uated in several ways. The theoretical constructs being measured were reviewed in tbe 
literature. The questions used in tbe CMN were subjected to multilingual and multi-
cultural reviewers and tbe instrument was statistically analyzed for reliability and valid-
ity. Based on tbat data, changes were made and tbe revised instrument was administered 
to a new group. Unstructured interviews were conducted with 10 of the respondents and 
analyzed for three themes: the degree to which respondents thought their CMN results 
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reflected tbem; tbe effects on the participants' cultural self-awareness; and helpfulness as 
identified by the participants. According to tbe interviews, tbe desired outcomes of in-
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creased cultural self- and other-awareness were achieved, as was growth in understanding 
of cultural dimensions. Content validity is suggested by the strong theoretical founda-
tion. Future research with a larger population will continue to provide important under-
standing of this valuable intercultural training tool. Finally, information is provided re-
garding CMN availability, training, support, and cost in order to make it easy for trainers 
and consultants to evaluate the instrument for their purposes. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Cultural differences affect motivation, planning, decision-making, communica-
tion, and more, and thus an employee's effectiveness, as well as company performance. 
Culture impacts people in every aspect of their lives and their relationships-workplaces 
are no exception (Moran, Harris & Moran, 2007). In an effort to increase the positive 
and mitigate the negative impact that these differences may have, many organizations 
provide intercultural training. Usually a core piece of this training includes becoming 
aware of one's own culture. Consequently, a number of instruments have been created in 
the last decade to quickly assess an individual's cultural profile and assist in increasing 
cultural self-awareness (Stuart, 2009). One such instrument is the Cultural Mapping and 
Navigation (CMN) tool created by KnowledgeWorkx in the United Arab Emirates 
(U.A.E.) and launched in 2003 (Stuart, 2009). The CMN is the subject ofthis thesis. 
The CMN is a questionnaire aimed at identifying an individual's personal cultural 
profile along 12 cultural dimensions in order to promote interculturally sensitive self-
awareness and other-awareness. According to Hofstede and Hofstede (2005), "a dimen-
sion is an aspect of a culture that can be measured relative to other cultures" (p. 23). It is 
used to compare and contrast cultures with one another. Use of an instrument, such as 
the CMN, simultaneously provides a culture general framework and information to re-
flect on regarding one's own cultural preferences. Furthermore, if the option is taken to 
include a team profile, it also provides information regarding the cultural preferences 
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within a group. A profile report is used in the context of training and/or coaching. The 
awareness generated by the CMN instrument is used to improve personal performance 
and team dynamics as well as to develop more effective leadership in a multicultural en-
vironment. An understanding of cultural general patterns and an understanding of one's 
own preferences are foundational to a person bridging cultural differences. By cultural 
general, we mean the ways in which cultures can systematically vary one from another 
(such as cultural dimensions); it is the framework that we can then fill in with specific 
information for a culture. According to Adler (2002), "To successfully manage the geo-
graphical dispersion and multiculturalism of multinational organizations, managers must 
develop a global mindset" (p. 15). Managing any multicultural environment requires un-
derstanding cultural differences and their impact on the self, as well as the others, in the 
organization. 
With a number of assessment tools now available for trainers, how does one 
choose? What does an intercultural professional need to know in order to choose? Paige 
(2004) gave us some guidance. Based on work by Reddin (1994), Brown and Knight 
(1999), and his own experience, Paige (2004) listed I 0 questions to use in selecting an 
instrument for use in intercultural training (see Table 1 ). Most of these questions for the 
CMN are answered in information available from KnowledgeWorkx and will be pre-
sented in the results section of this paper. Certain questions need further research before 
being answered and these questions are the focus of this paper. Specifically, these ques-
tions include: What is the theoretical support for the instrument? To what extent is. the 
instrument a valid and reliable measure? Is the instrument helpful? 
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Table 1. Questions for Selecting Instruments (Paige, 2004) 
1. What are the requirements for using the instrument? 
2. How is the instrument scored? 
3. What are the major test administration issues? 
4. How much does the instrument cost? 
5. Are accompanying materials available? 
6. Are training programs available? 
7. Is there theoretical and empirical support for the instrument? 
8. Is the instrument a valid and reliable measure? 
9. Will the instrument be useful? 
10. Is there evidence that the instrument is currently being used in intercultural training? 
The theoretical foundation for the CMN was developed through a review of the 
literature. As Paige (2004) stated, "it is important for the instrument to be based on a 
theory or conceptual model" (p. 91 ). He explained that "the existence of a theoretical 
foundation provides the trainer and participants with a frame of reference for follow-up 
discussion, lends a sense oflegitimacy to the instrument itself, and serves as the reference 
point for psychometric analysis" (p. 91 ). Therefore, in this paper, I review the literature 
on: self-awareness in intercultural training; other cultural self-awareness instruments that 
are available; the concept and development of cultural dimensions in general; and then 
each ofthe 12 CMN dimensions specifically, in order to demonstrate the theoretical 
foundation of the CMN. 
The questions of reliability and validity are multifaceted, and at times, even con-
troversial. Emmert and Barker (1989) advised to, "keep in mind that in establishing the 
validity of our measurement procedures of hypothetical constructs we cannot 'prove' va-
lidity, therefore, we must develop a persuasive argument for the acceptance of our proce-
. dures by other scholars" (p. Ill). What is presented here is an exploratory study assess-
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ing the reliability and validity of the CMN. First, the literature review on the 12 dimen-
sions serves as a basis for content validity. Then the original set of questions was as-
sessed for language clarity, and statistical analysis for reliability was conducted on the 
original set of questions. Based on analysis of that data, the questions were revised. The 
revised instrument was administered and preliminary statistical analysis for reliability and 
validity was analyzed. Finally, follow-up interviews were conducted with participants 
who took the revised CMN and participated in a brief workshop. The interviews served 
several purposes, one of which was to examine face validity. In Paige's (2004) discus-
sion of these criteria (reliability and validity) for choosing an instrument, he noted face 
validity, construct validity, and "other forms" (p. 91). He stated the following: 
Instruments that have been tested for reliability and validity stand a greater likeli-
hood of being seen as legitimate and being accepted by the participants. First, it 
is helpful if the test has face validity .... From a more scientific, psychometric 
perspective, it is important for the instrument to have also been tested for con-
struct and other forms of validity .... Trainers should also examine prospective 
instruments for the internal consistency reliability of the items and for test-retest 
reliability. (p. 91) 
As stated above, the follow-up interviews served several purposes. In addition to 
validity, they helped address the third research question: is the instrument helpful? The 
interviews allowed the participants to demonstrate their newly acquired knowledge about 
cultural dimensions and particularly what they had learned about themselves, their col-
leagues, and their team. They also served the important role of making the research more 
ethical by making it participatory and reciprocal. According to Martin and Butler (200 1 ), 
it is unusual for traditional intercultural research to be both participatory and reciprocal, 
and they challenge intercultural researchers to "go beyond the traditional guidelines" (p. 
290), which is what I strive to do here. 
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· The review of the literature, which lays the theoretical groundwork for the re-
search conducted in this study, is presented in the next chapter. It is followe.d by a chap-
ter on the methods used, which explains how the questions were assessed, how reliability 
and validity of the original and revised questions were tested, and how interviews were 
conducted and analyzed. Third, the results of the research are presented. Fourth, the 
findings are discussed, practical and theoretical implications of this original research are 
presented, and finally, recommendations are made concerning further research and possi-
ble changes to the CMN. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
· To guide this exploratory inquiry; I will first review the literature on self-
awareness in intercultural training, because self-awareness is at the core of the CMN. 
Secondly, I will look at other cultural self-awareness instruments that are available in or-
der to put the CMN into context, determine what the CMN offers that is unique, and es-
tablish the foundation for possible future correlation validity research. Then I will pre-
sent an overview of the concept and development of cultural dimensions in general be-
fore moving on to each of the 12 CMN dimensions specifically, summarizing their theo-
retical foundations and illustrating their impact on the workplace. The 12 cultural dimen-
sions measured by the CMN are: Accountability (community-individual), Communica-
tion (direct-indirect), Connecting (exclusive-inclusive), Context (formal-informal), Deci-
sion Making (relationship-rules), Destiny (directed-directive), Expression (reveal-
conceal), Growth (personal-material), Outlook (tradition-innovation), Planning (people-
time), Relationship (situational-universal), and Status (ascribed-achieved). 
Self-Awareness in Intercultural Training 
Self-awareness is a critical competency in intercultural relations. As J. Bennett 
(1998) wrote 
during any transition experience, the quandary is frequently "Who am I?" ... In 
the culture shock experience, we must be very attuned to our own cultural values 
and beliefs so that the contrast culture is more understandable. If we recognize 
our own assumptions, then the elements ofthe new environment stand out in clear 
relief for us to examine. (p. 220) · 
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Bennett (2009) also pointed out importantly that "identifying our own cultural patterns, 
acknowledging the patterns of others, and, eventually, learning to adapt across cultures is 
a developmental process for each of us" (p. 122). 
Storti (2001) also implied that self-awareness and the knowledge needed in an in-
tercultural context grow over time. According to Storti (200 1 ), self-awareness can lessen 
the frequency and decrease the intensity of critical incidents, and prepare people to react 
more positively than negatively in these situations. As Storti explained, "Critical inci-
dents themselves aren't the problem; it's how you react to them" (p. 115). His model of 
intercultural interaction started with: "We expect other people to behave like we do, but 
they don't" (p. 85). This incorrect expectation causes a cultural incident, to which we 
react, and when we become aware of these reactions, we 
realize it is our own behavior (expecting cultural sameness) that causes cultural 
incidents. We are thus motivated to learn about the local culture and begin to ex-
pect the local people to behave like themselves. And there are fewer cultural in-
cidents. (p. 85) 
Thomas and Inkson (2003) made the point in their book on cultural intelligence, 
that "the first step to cultural flexibility is to understand your own culture and how it af-
fects your interpretation of the behavior of others" (p. 38). They explained that "by un-
derstanding our own culture we can then make initial comparisons with others to under-
stand areas of possible agreement or disagreement" (p. 39). Similarly, the Kozai Group 
(2009a) listed "know yourself' (p. 58) as first in the list of general suggestions for devel-
oping intercultural competence and Tan and Chua (2003) also called self-awareness "the 
first step" in addressing motivational issues and increasing cultural intelligence (p. 283). 
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Paige (1993) did not label it "self awareness" but described just that in addressing 
the frrst of 10 intensity factors that affect the intercultural experience. He said, 
it is equally important [as learning about the target culture] for learners to under-
stand the nature of culture and its influence in their own lives and to be aware of 
the characteristics of their own culture [italics added] they value most and the 
strength of their personal attachment to them. (p. 5) 
Paige (2004) also stated that "one of the central propositions of intercultural relations is 
that intercultural competence requires cultural self-awareness" (p. 87) and "one of the 
most common reasons for using instruments is to provide the learner with [this] kind of 
information" (p. 87). 
Kozai Group (2009a), in creating, the Global Competencies Inventory (GCI) in-
eluded self-awareness as one of 17 "personal qualities associated with effectiveness in 
intercultural situations ... [and part ofj an individual's core capacity for intercultural ad-
justment" (p. 81 ). The reason self-awareness was important to them was that it is a key 
component in relationship management, that is, getting along well with others. For ex-
ample, "ifl do not understand that I tend to be loud and dramatic, I won't alter my behav-
ior when in a formal situation with a Japanese colleague ... where being reserved and 
inconspicuous are more valued" (p. 78). As the Kozai Group explained, "the issue is if 
we do not have good self-knowledge, we cannot manage our relationships very well" (p. 
78). 
Self-awareness is defined and measured in the GCI as 
the extent to which you are aware of your own values and interpersonal styles, 
your own strengths and weaknesses, and how your past experiences have helped 
shape who you are as a person .... It [is also] how well you claim to know your-
self, how comfortable you are with yourself, and how well you understand the 
impact of your values and behavior on your relationships with others. (Kozai 
Group, 2009b, p. 6) 
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Self-awareness is distinct from self-identity, according to the Kozai Group (2009a), 
which stated that self-awareness is "how clear our view is about our personal ... charac-
teristics and how much importance we. give that kind of information" (p. 78). Self-
identity on the other hand is "how clear our values and fundamental beliefs are and how 
consistently we apply those across situations and time" (p. 78). 
In their review of the research, Ward, Bochner, and Furnham (200 I) cited self-
awareness as one of the competencies enhancing intercultural performance. In fact, cul-
tural self-awareness was among the items that "seem to have the best empirical support" 
(p. 256). Along with Bhawuk and Brislin (2000), they identified that greater cultural 
self-awareness is one of the beneficial outcomes of intercultural training. 
Fowler and Blohm (2004) categorized this benefit as a cognitive outcome of 
intercultural training, as did Tan and Chua (2003), who emphasized that increasing cul-
tural awareness is a change in thinking, but that it is only one part of intercultural train-
ing. They noted that "in the literature on cross-cultural training, it is fairly well estab-
lished that informational training and experiential training work best in tandem" (p. 270) 
and they concluded that "effective cross-cultural training programs need to adopt a multi-
faceted and integrated approach" (p. 270). 
Fowler and Blohm (2004) described many methods for achieving self-awareness, 
such as lecture, critical incidents, and self-assessment, to name a few. They pointed out 
that, depending on the risk factor and content, self-awareness training can be demanding 
and taxing on the participants, and even has the potential to be counter-productive, de-
pending on how it is facilitated. Paige (1993) also identified the risk of self-awareness as 
one of 6 risk factors to consider when designing an intercultural learning program and 
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that "activities that involve more than one kind of risk are more threatening for the learn-
er and, thus, more challenging for the educator to facilitate" (p. 13). Likewise, Tan and 
Chua (2003) noted that "self-awareness training can be emotionally demanding for both 
participants and trainers" (p. 269). According to Fowler and Blohm (2004), a self-
awareness instrument decreases this demand compared to other methods, such as role-
plays or culture-contrast techniques. 
Brown and Knight (1999) described a self-awareness inventory as "a systematic 
self-reporting of perceptions, using a scored questionnaire, that allows reflection on a par-
ticular issue .... Since there are no right answers, an inventory is not a test-merely a 
snapshot in time" (p. 19). Casse (1999) explained this idea further. He said 
a self-awareness inventory (or self-assessment instrument) is not a test. It is not 
supposed to reveal the inner truth about somebody. It is a subjective measure 
which has been constructed in such a way that people who complete it get a 
chance to reflect on aspects of their own personality. They are the only judges re-
garding the relevance (and validity) of the information they have at the end of the 
exercise. They decide if it makes sense or not. (p. 32) 
Fowler and Blohm (2004) explained some of the benefits of self-assessment in-
ventories noting that they "introduce terms and concepts that trainees can use to explore 
their own attitudes and preferences. Inventories also provide frameworks for understand-
ing patterns of behavior and ideas" (p. 55). Casse (1999) made the point that intercultural 
professionals must consider the expectations of their clients and concluded that "self-
awareness inventories are powerful training tools to meet these expectations" (p. 31 ). 
Self-awareness instruments are best used in the context of a more complete train-
ing plan, according to Tan and Chua (2003) and Fowler and Blohm (2004). Fowler and 
Blohm stated that self-assessment instruments are 
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best used in conjunction with other training activities that help [participants] as-
similate new knowledge about themselves and offer opportunities to use that 
knowledge in interactions with others. When used successfully, inventories can 
help trainees change maladaptive behavior, increase their ability to handle new 
situations, and relate to others in more effective ways. This requires careful and 
extensive debriefing of trainees in regard to both the instrument and the subse-
quent learning activities. (p. 55) 
In other words, the assessment does not do. the work of the trainer. Rather it is a tool that 
needs to be handled appropriately, in the context of a training program, to produce its de-
sired effect. Table 2 lays out the strengths and weaknesses of this method. 
Table 2. Strengths and Weaknesses of Self-Assessment (based on Fowler & Blohm, 
2004; Brown & Knight, 1999) _, 
Strengths 
• Motivates 
• Teaches terminology 
• Increases commitment 
• Surfaces issues 
• Relevant feedback for participants 
• Compares personal with group 
norms 
• Can assess change 
• Can promote sharing within.the 
group 
• Enables early theoretical learning 
Weaknesses· 
• Can be seen as superficial 
• Teaches jargon 
• Produces stereotyping 
• Produces fear of exposure 
• Too much feedback; can be over-
whehning 
• Not appropriate in all cultures 
• Can foster dependency on the trainer 
For effective use of self-assessments in training, Brown and Knight (1999) sug-
gested three steps: 
1. Before administration, briefly describe what the instrument is for, identif'y what the 
participants will gain from it, and create a safe context in which to debrief it. 
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2. After the respondents are finished, explain the foundational theory of the tool and what 
it teaches, ask the participants to predict their own results (now that they have some un-
derstanding of the theory and concepts), and then give them their results. 
3. Conclude with a discussion on the insights and applications. 
Additionally, Fowler and Blohm (2004) made the point that the culture of the 
learners needs to be considered. They pointed out that individualist cultures are more 
likely to benefit from this approach than collectivist. Sharing of results and self-
disclosure can be a good way to use the information from the instrument and can further 
insight, but must be handled differently depending on the culture(s) of the group. 
Cultural Dimension Instruments 
Currently, there are hundreds of instruments to measure some aspect of culture 
(intercultural sensitivity, adaptation, competencies, cultural dimensions, etc.). Researcher 
Taras (20 1 0) listed 155 different instruments just for surveying cultural values or dimen-
sions, though most of these are targeted for a particular research study. When Knowl-
edgeWorkx began developing the CMN, however, there was "nothing that suited their 
needs" (Yoder, 2008), according to the development team. What they wanted was a mul-
tidimensional cultural self-awareness instrument that they could use commercially. 
Not surprisingly, others also saw this gap in training tools and developed some-
thing similar. A few researchers have begun collating lists ofthe instruments, and pro-
viding information for comparisons (Paige, 2004; Stuart, 2009; Taras, 20 10; Intercultural 
Training and Assessment, 2010). Paige (2004) listed six and Stuart (2009) identified a 
different five (including the CMN). The assessments in this section and the dimensions 
they measure are listed in Appendix A. The Intercultural Communication Institute 
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(20 1 0) has assembled a list of most of the frequently used assessments in intercultural 
training, which includes a few additional cultural dimensions assessments not listed by 
Stuart (2009). These are: GlobeSmart by Aperian Global, Cultural Perspectives Ques-
tionnaire from International Institute for Management Development (IMD), Intercultural 
Awareness Profiler by Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner, Richardson Global Cultural 
Style Inventory by Richardson, Simmons Global Cultural Assessment Tool based on 
work by Caligiuri, and Worldprism Profiler from TMA World (Intercultural Training and 
Assessment, 201 0). 
Those listed by Stuart (2009) were similar to the multi-dimensional assessment 
for corporate use done by the CMN. These included the Argonaut by Coghill and Beery, 
Cultural Orientations Indicator by Training Management Corporation (purchased by Ber-
litz in 2008), Culture in the Workplace Questionuaire by IT AP International (licensed 
from Hofstede), and Peterson Cultural Style Indicator by Peterson. Of these instruments, 
only the Cultural Orientations Indicator reported validation (Schmitz, 2003). 
Additionally, there are at least two major instruments used for research that meas-
ure multiple dimensions of culture: the GLOBE study (House, Hanges, Javidan, Dorfman 
& Gupta, 2004) and Hofstede (1980; Hofstede & Hofstede, 2005). Both Hofstede and 
the GLOBE study used validated instruments, but not at the individual level. Hofstede's 
questionnaire has been validated at the national level (Hofstede, Hofstede, Minkov, & 
Vinken, 2008) and the GLOBE scales have been validated at the societal level (House et 
a!., 2004). 
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Cultural Dimensions Overview 
Cultural dimensions are concepts that allow us to compare and contrast cultures 
one from another. Dimensions are most often identified as continua on which a culture 
falls. Each continuum is framed by contrasting anchors (Stewart, Danielian, & Foster, 
1998). Bird and Osland (2006) stated that they are usually set up as bipolar. According 
to K.luckhohn (1963, as cited in Stewart, Danielian, & Foster, 1998), they help us make 
sense of the "limited number of common human problems for which all peoples at all 
times must find some solution" (p. 159). 
Cultural dimensions are discussed in the global business literature, among many 
other places (e.g., communication, psychology, education), to explain cultural differences 
and similarities, and especially to explain and sometimes predict the resulting problems. 
Pusch (2004) called them "diagnostics for looking at how different cultures function" (p. 
24). These cultural general patterns are used in training people to understand their own 
culture, someone else's culture, cultural differences, and the impact of those differences 
on their intercultural interactions. Weaver (1993) described how these continua work in 
training. 
Sojourners can place themselves and others along such a continuum. Conse-
quently, they move beyond the simple contrasts to understand that there are also 
similarities among various cultures around the globe and that differences along 
the continuum are a matter of degree. (p. 161) 
Understanding cultural dimensions has also been a core building block for intercultural 
skills (Bennett, 2009; Early & Aug, 2003; Brislin & Yoshida, 1994; M. Bennett, 1998). 
According toM. Bennett (1998), specific knowledge of a culture or knowledge of 
the differences between cultures is useful in a limited number of situations, but is more 
widely applicable when framed in general value contrasts, that is, cultural dimensions. 
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As Berry (2004) stated, "comparisons are considered essential to the achievement of a 
global understanding of human behavior" (p. 167). Ting-Toomey (1999), even while ac-
knowledging the difficulty in such a task, emphasized how important this was. 
Based on the comparative studies of a wide range of cultures throughout the 
world, specific value patterns in different cultures have been uncovered by re-
searchers .... Despite the difficulties in generalizing about the diverse values ... 
it is possible and in fact imperative to engage in such cultural value assessments .. 
. . Cultural value analysis ... highlights both possible differences and similarities 
of practices between cultural groups .... Mindful value comparison acts as a criti-
cal step toward better understanding of people of diverse cultural backgrounds." 
(p. 58) 
Both Brown and Knight (1999) and Fowler and Blohm (2004) point out that cultural di-
mensions provide common concepts and a shared language with which to discuss cultural 
differences. This approach gives names to abstract ideas and allows for measurement and 
comparison-all of which helps people in intercultural situations identifY what factor(s) 
may be affecting the interaction 
As with all-methods of study, there are limitations and it is important to be mind-
ful of these. For one, not all aspects of culture are universal (Ting-Toomey, 1999). As 
Berry ( 1989) commented that while some constructs are universal, or etic, others are 
ernie, existing and only fully being understood within a given culture. Pike (as cited in 
Berry, 1989), the originator of the terms, explained the difference. 
It proves convenient-though partially arbitrary-to describe behavior fi:om two 
different standpoints, which lead to results which shade into one another. The etic 
viewpoint studies behavior as fi:om outside of a particular system, and as an es-
sential initial approach to an alien system. The ernie viewpoint results fi:om stud-
ying behavior as fi:om inside the system." (p. 722) 
Generalizing about diverse values is difficult. M. Bennett (1998) explained that 
cultural dimensions are generalizations and not true for everyone in that culture or for 
every given context in that culture; they are the bell of the bell-curve if we picture culture 
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as a general distribution (see Figure 1). Osland and Bird (2000) emphasized the limita-
tions of using these generalizations by calling them sophisticated stereotypes: 
The result [of cultural dimensions] is to reduce a complex culture to a shorthand 
description they may be tempted to apply to all [people of that culture]. We call 
this sophisticated stereotyping, because it is based on theoretical concepts and 
lacks the negative attributions often associated with its lower-level counterpart. 
Nevertheless, it is still limiting in the way it constrains individuals' perceptions of 
behavior in another culture. (p. 66) 
While recognizing this limitation, Osland and Bird (2000) did not caution against 
teaching cultural dimensions, but rather to use care in how they are taught. They sug-
gested that cultural dimensions remained "useful tools in explaining cultural behavior" 
(p. 66). Knowing cultural dimensions, they noted, helps a person identifY patterns in the 
intercultural interactions. We must simply learn to hold these generalizations lightly. 
Central tendency 
Culture 1 of the population 
Cultural Dimension 
Figure 1. Culture as a general distribution (adapted from M. Bennett, 1998). 
Furthermore, in attempting to measure cultural dimensions, as in this study, it is 
important to remember that dimensions are hypothetical constructs and, as Emmert and 
Barker ( 1989) said, "they stand for a process that is unobservable and must be inferred 
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.from observable behaviors" (p. 97). In this study, the constructs are cultural dimensions; 
that is, what we want to understand, but cannot directly observe. Because the constructs 
are inferred, various researchers have defined cultural dimensions in different ways and 
categorized behaviors according to their particular definitions. For example, Hofstede 
(1980) identified four dimensions based on a factor analysis of his research: high-low 
power distance, individualism-collectivism, masculinity-femininity, and high-low uncer-
tainty avoidance. Soon after, Hofstede and Bond (1984) confirmed these four dimensions 
in an analysis of the Rokeach Value Survey data from the Asia-Pacific region. However, 
recognizing the potential for Western bias in the questionnaire and subsequent conclu-
sions, Bond and colleagues (Chinese Culture Connection, 1987) created the Chinese Val-
ue Survey (CVS). When the CVS was administered and data analyzed, they found slight-
ly different results, identifYing another dimension called Confucian dynamism, or long-
and short-term outlook, and uncertainty avoidance "had no equivalent" (Hofstede & Hof-
stede, 2005, p. 208). As Hofstede and Hofstede (2005) report: 
In the analysis of country data obtained with the CVS, three dimensions were sig-
nificantly correlated with dimensions from the IBM surveys. The fourth CVS 
dimension was not correlated with the fourth IBM dimensions: uncertainty avoid-
ance had no equivalent in the CVS. Instead, the fourth CVS dimension grouped 
values based on the teachings of Confucius. (p. 208) 
Thus Hofstede and Hofstede (2005) included the long- and short-term outlook as a fifth 
dimension in later publications of this work. This difficulty in defming·the constructs 
does not mean that we should not try or that it is not possible, but merely illustrates the 
important challenges in clearly defining the dimensions measured by an assessment. 
Hofstede's (Hofstede & Hofstede, 2005) research has heavily influenced intercul-
tural research since its original publication in 1980 (Hofstede, 1980). According toTing-
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toTing-Toomey (1999), it "should be viewed as a frrst systematic empirical attempt to 
compare cultures on an aggregate, group level" (p. 66). Hofstede's dimensions have 
spawned hundreds of further studies and his dimensions are included in other influential 
publications (Adler, 2002; Gardenswartz, Rowe, Digh, & Bennett, 2003; Moran, Harris 
& Moran, 2007; Brislin, 1993; Ting-Toomey, 1999). However, these five dimensions do 
not explain all cultural differences. Consequently, some researchers and practitioners 
have suggested the need for other dimensions to explain differences observed and experi-
enced (Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner, 1998; Osland & Bird, 2006; Bird & Osland, 
2000; Kirkman & Shapiro, 2001). 
Numerous dimensions have been identified over the years. Bird and Osland 
(2006) assembled what may be a master list of continua. They identified 36 dimensions, 
which they categorized into 10 groups (see Table 3). 
Table 3. Dimensions of Cultural Values (Bird & Osland, 2006, p. 120-121) 
Environment: How individuals view and relate to the people, objects and issues in their 
sphere of influence 
Control 
Internal locus of control 
Trustworthy human nature 
Mutable human nature 
Harmony Constraint 
External locus of control 
Untrustworthy human nature 
Immutable human nature 
Time: How individuals perceive the nature of time and its use 
Single-focus Multi-focus 
Fixed Fluid 
Past Present Future 
Space: How individuals demarcate their physical and psychological space 
Private Public 






Power: How individuals view differential power relationships 
Hierarchy Equality 
Competitiveness: How individuals are motivated in relationships with others 
Competitive Cooperative 
Structure: How individuals approach change, risk, ambiguity, and uncertainty 
Order Flexibility 
Tight Loose 
Action: How individuals conceptualize actions and interactions 
Being Doing 
Relationship Task 
Thinking: How individuals conceptualize 
Deductive 
Linear 




















Some of these dimensions listed by Bird and Osland (2006) were originally identified by 
Hall (1976, 1990), Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck (1961), Parsons (1951; popularized by 
Trompenaars, 1994) and Hofstede (1980). 
The 12 Cultural Dimensions of the CMN 
The 12 sections that follow are the cultural dimensions selected by Knowledge-
Workx that make up the CMN instrument. They were chosen by KnowledgeWorkx be-
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cause of two criteria - research had demonstrated their existence and Knowledge Workx 
had experienced their impact in the workplace in this region and determined that it was a 
difference that made a difference (Yoder, 2008). Each section begins with an explanation 
of the construct as KnowledgeWorkx (2008) uses it, which is then followed by a review 
of the literature for the construct. 
Accountability: community/individual. Individual and community accountabil-
ity are akin to what is labeled individualism and collectivism in much of the literature. 
For KnowledgeWorkx (2008), this dimension defmed to whom a person feels responsible 
and how a person views his/her contribution and belonging to a group. Individual-
accountable people feel responsible to themselves, and perhaps their immediate family, 
for who they are and for what they do with what they have learned and accumulated. 
Community-accountable people, according to Knowledge Workx, place "higher value on 
the opinions, ideas, objections, thoughts, knowledge of the group or community to which 
they belong" (p. 228) than the individual or immediate family. 
Earley and Gibson (1998) defmed the dimension of individualism and collectiv-
ism generally as the "social connectedness among individuals" (p. 266), which can then 
be organized and prioritized in different ways. This dimension is the most extensively 
researched of all the dimensions and has been labeled a meta-concept because of its mul-
tidimensional nature (Triandis, 1995; Hammer, 2005). Research has both broadened this 
construct and analyzed different facets of the dimension. Earley and Gibson (1998) in 
their review of the research on the construct concluded that, in fact, some of the research 
placed "an even heavier burden" on an already complex construct and "further broadens a 
construct already overly diffuse" (p. 272). 
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Hofstede (1980) asked a series of questions related to work goals that identified, 
through factor analysis, an individualism/collectivism dimension. Hofstede and Hofstede 
(2005) defmed this dimension thus: 
individualism pertains to societies in which the ties between individuals are loose: 
everyone is expected to look after himself or herself and his or her immediate 
family. Collectivism as its opposite pertains to societies in which people from 
birth onward are integrated into strong, cohesive in-groups, which throughout 
people's lifetimes continue to protect them in exchange for unquestioning loyalty. 
(p. 76) 
The key components of this dimension for Hofstede were: whose interests prevail (the 
group or the individual); how is the family defined (extended or nuclear); and does an 
individual belong to a group that provides security in a mutually dependent relationship. 
This dimension was labeled individualism/communitarianism by Trompenaars 
and Hampden-Turner (1998), who based their five relational dimensions on the work by 
Parsons (1951) and Parsons and Shils (1951). Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner (1998) 
identified this dimension by positing the question "do we relate to others by discovering 
what each one of us individually wants and then trying to negotiate the differences, or do 
we place ahead of this some shared concept of the public and collective good?" (p, 50). 
In their description, Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner focused on needs and whose 
needs (the individual or community) take priority, who makes the decisions, as well as 
who gets the credit or blame. Earley and Gibson (1998) pointed out that the word com-
munitarianism-the label used by Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner ( 1998)-has dif-
ferent connotations than collectivism, leading some to think that a collectivistic culture is 
selfless. However, as Earley and Gibson (1998) explain 
a collectivist's pursuit of ingroup goals may well represent "selfish" interests to 
the degree that a person views ingroup interests as his/her own. This suggests that 
individualists and collectivists will not necessarily vary in terms of altruism or 
prosocial behavior engaged in. (p. 296) 
Markus and Kitayama (1991) cqntributed an important aspect to this construct 
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with their work on the role of self-construal as independent or interdependent, that is, 
whether a person defines themselves based on internal attributes and apart from context 
or based on the "surrounding context and ... the 'self-in-relation-to-other' [as] focal" (p. 
225). Independent construal is found in individualistic cultures. As Markus and Kita-
yama explained, 
achieving the cultural goal of independence requires construing oneself as an in-
dividual whose behavior is organized and made meaningful primarily by refer-
ence to one's owu internal repertoire of thoughts, feelings and action, rather than 
by reference to the thoughts, feelings, and actions of others. (p. 226) 
They noted that the independent self"must, of course, be responsive to the social envi-
ronment" (p. 226). However, this is mainly in order to express internal attributes, the 
self In collectivistic cultures, they noted, the self is construed interdependently as "part 
of an encompassing social relationship and recognizing that one's behavior is determined, 
contingent on, and, to a large extent organized by what the actor perceives to be the 
thoughts, feelings, and actions of others in the relationship" (p. 227). The person still has 
the internal attributes (thoughts, feelings, skills, opinions, etc.) of an independently con-
strued self, however, the internal attributes, according to Markus and K.itayama, are "un-
derstood as situation specific, and thus as sometimes elusive and unreliable. And, as 
such, they are unlikely to assume a powerful role in regulating overt behavior, especially 
if this behavior implicates significant others" (p. 227). Thus one's culture influences how 
one conceives of oneself, and this self-construal then guides behavior. 
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While most of the literature represents this as a bipolar dimension, Kluckhohn and 
Strodtbeck (1961) suggested that ways of relating to other people are essentially orga-
nized in three ways in societies: individual, collateral, and lineal. Individual cultures 
place emphasis on the person and the immediate, nuclear family. They are autonomous 
in their goals and strategies for action. Collateral cultures are those in which people pres-
ently belong to groups that make decisions by participation and consensus; the group's 
needs take precedence. Lineal cultures, according to Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck, are hi-
erarchical, in which authorities are the decision-makers. The group's goals take prece-
dence over an individual's, as in collateral cultures, "but there is the additional factor that 
one of the most important of these group goals is continuity through time" (p. 19), such 
as in a monarchy. 
In his volume reviewing and synthesizing the studies on individualism and collec-
tivism, Triandis ( 1995) concluded that there were four universal characteristics to this 
dimension: 1) the degree to which the self-concept is independent or interdependent (in-
cludes sharing resources and conforming to group norms); 2) the degree to which goals 
are aligned with the group or not; 3) the degree to which norms and duties versus atti-
tudes, needs, and rights determine social behavior; and 4) the degree to which relation-
ships are maintained or subject to analysis of advantage/disadvantage (p. 44). Triandis 
made the point that while these different facets can be measured separately, there were 
correlations among them. 
According to Earley and Gibson (1998), individualism/collectivism has been 
called a "key distinguishing characteristic of work behavior" (p. 265). It affects reward 
systems, job design, leadership, conflict, organizational structure, and communication 
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(Earley & Gibson, 1998; Hofstede & Hofstede, 2005; Adler, 2002; Triandis, 1995; 
Trompenaars & Hampden-Tunier, 1998). For example, in individualistic cultures, ac-
cording to Earley, Ang and Tan (2006), employees are expected to take initiative and be 
proactive, working without constant supervision. It has implications for meetings and for 
how decisions are made. For example, Knowledge Workx (2008) has noted that brain-
storming requires individual ideas to be put forth and there is no time to check with the 
group or find consensus. They noted that this works in an individual-accountability cul-
ture, but not as well in a community-accountability culture. Another example is supervi-
sory behaviors. According to Smith, Misumi, Tayeb, Peterson, and Bond's (1989) com-
parative study, leadership "where individualist values prevail ... may be expected to in-
clude the option of exerting direct pressure toward a goal. Where collectivist values pre-
vail, leadership is more likely to emphasize reciprocal influence processes" (p. 1 08). 
Hofstede and Hofstede (2005) identified a dimension of organizational culture 
called professional/parochial, which is an extension of his individualism/collectivism di-
mension, and a reflection of its multidimensional nature. Dimmock and Walker (2000) 
explained that professional-culture people "identity primarily with their profession, 
whose standards are usually defmed at national or international level ... [and parochial-
culture people] identity most readily with the organization for which they work" (p. 157). 
This is an observation of individualists drawing their identity from themselves and what 
they do as an individual, and collectivists drawing their identity from the group to which 
they belong. 
Communication: direct/indirect. KnowledgeWorkx (2008) described a direct 
communication style as one that aims for clarity by using precise wording and being ex-
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plicit about its intended meaning. Indirect communication, according to Knowledge-
Workx, aims for preserving face or relationships, and does this through means other than 
a simple statement of fact (e.g., intermediary, non-verbal behavior stories). 
According toTing-Toomey (1999), the research on this verbal communication 
style is the "most extensive and persuasive" (p. 103). Verbal communication styles are · 
"the tone of voice, the speaker's intention, and the verbal content [and they] reflect our 
way of speaking, our verbal styles, which in turn reflects our cultural and personal values 
and sentiments. [They] frame 'how' a message should be interpreted" (p. 103). 
Ting-Toomey (!999) wrote that "[direct communicators] reveal their intentions 
through their tone of voice and the straightforwardness of their content message" (p. 
I 03 ), whereas for indirect communicators "verbal statements tend to camouflage the 
speaker's actual intentions and are carried out with more nuanced tone of voice" (p. 104). 
There is some correlation between direct and indirect styles and other cultural di-
mensions. Gudykunst, Matsumoto, Ting-Toomey, Nishida, Kim, and Heyman (1996) 
identified some degree of correlation with individualism/collectivism. Ting-Toomey 
(1999) identified that people in individualistic cultures tend to be more involved in direct 
communication and people in collectivistic cultures with indirect, and Hofstede and 
Hofstede (2005) discussed directness and indirectness in their chapter on individual-
ism/collectivism. House et a!. (2004), however, categorized these communication style 
differences as an aspect of their performance orientation dimension, as well as of their 
assertiveness dimension. In their table of characteristics, House et a!. commented that 
societies that score higher on performance orientation tend to "value being direct, ex-
plicit, and to the point in communications" and societies that score low tend to "value 
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ambiguity and subtlety in language and communications" (p. 245). Those that score 
higher on the assertiveness dimension tend to "value direct and unambiguous communi-
cation" and "value being explicit and to the point in communications," while those who 
score low "speak indirectly and emphasize 'face-saving'; value ambiguity and subtlety in 
language and communications" (p. 405). 
This dimension has important implications for the workplace--from everyday 
conversations to high stakes negotiations. According to a number of authors, it affects 
discussions between colleagues, between manager and subordinate, as well as how re-
quests are made and how they are granted or rejected (Ting-Toomey, 1999; Nelson, 
2002; Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner, 1998). Likewise, the same holds true for nego-
tiations. Ting-Toomey (1999), as well as others (Gesteland, 2002; Adler, 2002; Cohen, 
1990), demonstrated that indirect communicators will find ways to say no subtly and of-
ten without using the word "no" or some equivalent, so that direct communicators may 
not understand the answer that was given (though it may have been clear to other indirect 
speakers). Direct communication, she said, allows for more explicit information, in con-
trast to indirect communication that requires a certain shared implicit knowledge in order 
to be fully understood or decoded. 
This communication style also figures importantly in how people deal with con-
flict. According to Hammer (2003, 2005), a person may not have the same style ( di-
rect/indirect) in conflict as they do in other communication, but direct/indirect patterns 
also exist in conflict communication. In fact, Hammer pinpointed this communication 
style difference as one of two central patterns (along with emotional expressiveness dis-
cussed later) essential for understanding cultural differences in conflict styles. 
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Connecting: inclusive/exclusive. This dimension refers to the degree to which 
information is freely shared. According to KnowledgeWorkx (2008), members of exclu-
sive cultures are more private with information and conversations and inclusive cultures 
share information more freely and invite others into existing conversations. Members of 
inclusive cultures. are more willing to provide information; if they are asked for some-
thing, they will not only answer the question specifically, but are likely to include other 
information that they consider may be relevant. They consider information less sensitive. 
On the other end of the dimension excl~sive cultures usually follow a chain of command 
or protocol for the release of information. They share as little as possible, protecting their 
information because information is power and they are therefore trying to protect their 
position. 
This dimension is similar to part of the GLOBE's (House eta!., 2004) power dif-
ference dimension, which characterizes high power distance cultures as holding informa-
tion locally and tightly, and low power distance cultures as sharing widely. House eta!. 
also characterized high power difference cultures as those in which resources are avail-
able to only a few, but are available to most in low power difference cultures. 
Dimmock and Walker (2000) described the organizational implications of this 
dimension, which they label open/closed, as "the ease with which resources, such as peo-
ple, money, and ideas are exchanged between the organization and its environment" (p. 
157). In the work environment, this has obvious consequences for what information is 
shared and how it is shared, among individuals, departments, the organization, and its 
outside constituents (e.g., clients, customers, and shareholders). Similar observations 
have been made by Adler (2002) and Hall (1983}. They have both noted that people 
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from exclusive cultures will wait at a distance, and wait to be acknowledged in order to 
enter into an existing conversation between people, whereas people in inclusive cultures 
will invite or allow people into. conversations or business meetings that do not pertain to 
them, or appear to pertain to them, in terms ofthe information discussed. 
Context: formal/informal. According to KnowledgeWorkx (2008), cultures that 
are more formal have a protocol (e.g., regarding hierarchy, interactions, and clothing) that 
allows little variation in regards to rules and the protocol is clear to everyone. Informal 
cultures, on the other hand, assume more familiarity more quickly and have a broader 
spectrum of what is acceptable. Therefore, it is not always as clear what is appropriate 
behavior. KnowledgeWorkx explained that formality may be manifest in many different 
specific behaviors, such as dress code, order of seating, proper introductions, how to ad-
dress a person, and the form of letters. However, this does not mean that formal cultures 
have the same ways of doing these things; what will be similar is that the correct behavior 
is clear and known by all involved. 
Gesteland (2002) associated formality/informality with the importance of hierar-
chy and status. Informal cultures are more egalitarian and therefore do not require the 
extensive rules and protocol used in formal cultures to communicate respect. Formal cul-
tures, on the other hand, use these codified behaviors to recognize and affirm the existing 
hierarchy and, in the process, to demonstrate respect both to the individuals and to the 
society in general. As Gesteland summarized, "formality has to do with relative status, 
organizational hierarchies and how to show respect to persons of high status" (p. 45). 
This was supported by research across 4 7 nations by Smith, Peterson, and Schwartz 
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(2002), who found that a high power distance was associated with use of formal rules as a 
source of guidance. 
Hofstede and Hofstede (2005) and the GLOBE project (House eta!., 2004) view 
this dimension as related to uncertainty avoidance. Hofstede and Hofstede (2005) ex-
plained that 
in uncertainty avoiding societies there are many formal laws and/or informal rules 
controlling the rights and duties of employers and employees. There are also 
many internal rules and regulations controlling the work process .... Matters that 
can be structured should not be left to chance. (p. 182) 
Formalizing behaviors and interactions so that expectations are clear and predictable re-
duces uncertainty and the anxiety that it can generate. 
According to the definition used in the GLOBE project, uncertainty avoidance is 
"the extent to which members of collectives seek orderliness, consistency, structure, for- . 
malized procedures, and laws to cover situations in their daily lives" (House eta!., 2004, 
p. 603). Formality/informality governs interactions between people and manifests itself 
in policies and procedures, which can help reduce uncertainty. For instance, the GLOBE 
project made special note that record keeping is extensive in formal cultures (p. 618). 
Dimmock and Walker (2000) stated that formal cultures are rather inflexible with 
rules, regulations, correct procedures, defmed roles, where interpersonal relationships can 
appear "austere" (p. 158). By contrast, they noted, informal cultures are more flexible 
with fewer rules, ill-defined roles, and are "more relaxed" in work and in relationships (p. 
158). For those more comfortable with ambiguous and riskier situations, according to 
Dimmock and Walker, less structure is required as less anxiety is experienced or other 
coping mechanisms are in place. Adler (2002) gave an example in the U.K. of an execu-
tive's visitor talking first to the receptionist, then the secretary, and then the office man-
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ager before being escorted to see the executive, a less formal U.S. American who thought 
the whole procedure was a waste of time. 
Decision-Making: rules/relationship. This dimension is about what has greater 
influence on making decisions. Is more importance placed on clarifying rules or building 
relationships? According to Knowledge Workx (2008), rules and relationships affect how 
trust is built and maintained between individuals and groups. They explained that a 
rules-oriented organization wants an explicit contract to govern the relationship. Crafting 
the contract is building the relationship and trust; following it maintains that trust. 
Whereas relationship-oriented cultures are comfortable with less carefully written agree-
ments, such as a Memorandum of Understanding, if having one at all. Instead, they 
spend time building the relationship and building trust by getting to know the people in-
volved. 
This dimension draws on the universal/particular dimension of Trompenaars and 
Hampden-Turner (1998), who described the primary importance .of rules or relationships 
as the starting point for making decisions with consequences. For them, this dimension is 
not about whether rules exist, but how those rules are applied and/or followed. Are they 
applied equally to everyone regardless of the relationship with the person or the context 
of the event? How much do the people involved, and the unique relationships among 
those people, influence application or interpretation of the rules or policies? . One side 
says '"they carmot be trusted because they will always help their friends' and [the other 
says] 'you cannot trust them; they would not even help a friend"' (p. 31-32). 
Adler (2002) explained that relationship-focused people "rely on the strength of 
their personal relationships to maintain the commitment" (p. 65) rather than on a contract, 
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because as she noted, relationships are permanent; they last longer and are more flexible 
than a contract. However, this may require time and a personal involvement or commit-
ment that rules-oriented people are not expecting or prepared to spend. 
In Gesteland's (2002) opinion, this dimension is "the 'Great Divide' between 
business cultures all over the world" (p. 16). He calls this deal- or relationship-focused, 
with the former being more task-oriented and the latter more people-oriented. Those who 
are relationship-focused do not trust strangers and prefer to do business with people they 
trust (people they already know); therefore business cannot be conducted before the other 
person(s) become known to them. Furthermore, things are accomplished through estab-
lished relationships. Deal-focused people, on the other hand, are open to cold calls and 
establishing contacts for the purpose of business. 
As companies are becoming more global, researchers such as Adler (2002) and 
Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner (1998) have observed that they are also becoming 
more rules-oriented. This does not mean, though, that the individuals that they employ 
are also becoming more rules-oriented. Rather, as Adler (2002) and Kirkman and 
Shapiro (200 1) indicated, they come in with their own cultures, and may or may not 
adapt. Likewise, while head offices may be becoming more rules-oriented, this does not 
mean that local offices operate in the same way. Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner 
(1998) noted that if the local office is located in a relationship-oriented culture, it might 
only appear to follow head office rules. 
Destiny: directed/directive. This concept relates to a question of control. Ac-
cording to KnowledgeWorkx (2008), directed people believe that external forces are out-
side their control and shape their destiny. Directive people believe more that they can 
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control their environment and their destiny. This is based on Rotter's (as cited in Hui, 
1982) research on internaVextemallocus of control and on Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck's 
(1961) research. Rotter's original concept of internal and external loci of control (as 
cited in Hui, 1982) measured the "generalized expectancy that reinforcements depend on 
[or do not depend on] one's own action" (p. 302). Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck (1961) 
used the idea oflocus of control as the person relates to nature. For them, it is a contin-
uum with a midpoint: no control (subject to nature), partial control (in harmony with na-
ture), and total control (mastery over nature). As explained by Russo (2000), "nature" for 
Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck included the environment, weather, etc., as well as supernatu-
ral forces (and for some cultures those are one and the same) and the use of science to 
control nature. 
Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner's (1998) definition is similar to Kluckhohn 
and Strodtbeck's (1961) as they wrote that this dimension "concerns the role people as-
sign to their natural environment" (p. 141 ), although they use Rotter's (1961) questions 
(p. 142). Internal locus of control (directive), for Trompenaars and Hampdenc Turner 
(1998), is an orientation to control nature and to impose one's preferences. It is possible 
to do this because directive people see laws of nature at work and find the world predict-
able, as well as controllable. In this view, people's actions create results and the results 
then belong to those people. On the other hand, external locus of control (directed) peo-
ple accept, and may feel subject to, direction from outside forces or people. One of the 
ways Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner identified this difference in the corporate envi-
ronment is in business strategy. Directive people develop a business strategy based on 
what they desire to achieve. Directed people scan the business environment and respond 
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to their environment, such as customers, changes in the market, or perhaps the offer of a 
new partner. 
House et a!. (2004) connected their assertiveness dimension to Trompenaars and 
Hampden-Turner's (1998) internal/external-directedness, as well as Kluckhohn and 
Strodtbeck's (1961) nature orientation, as described above in this section. House eta!. 
(2004) said that "assertiveness reflects ... an inten;ml orientation" (p. 402). 
As this dimension has been researched, it has returned different results cross-
culturally depending on whether it addressed political situations, academic situations, or 
social situations in which there are powerful others (Smith, Trompenaars & Dugan, 1995; 
Hui, 1982). Locus of control also varies according to gender and status. Smith, Dugan 
and Trompenaars ( 1997) identified subscales to this dimension and concluded that 
there is clear evidence from this dataset [from 14 countries], whether analyzed at 
the individual or the cultural level, that locus of control scores differ according to 
two fundamental social categories, gender, and status. Females and lower status 
employees tend to score more externally. (p. 72) 
Adler (2002) described internal control as a belief in hard work where a person 
can control and influence outcomes. People thus believe in and attempt effective prob-
!em solving. Adler reported that "some cultures emphasize solving problems while oth-
ers focus on accepting situations as they are" (p. 185). Cultures that accept situations as 
they are (external control) will utilize phrases such as "if God wills" or attributes events 
to luck, fate, or chance, even in such circumstances as family or social class. In business 
situations, Adler gave an example of a supplier giving notice that a shipment will be three 
months late and noted that directive people will do something about this to get an on-time 
shipment (e.g., find a way to get it on-time or find. an alternate supplier), whereas directed 
people will fmd a way to work with the new date or simply accept it. 
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In a different approach to discerning cultural dimensions, Leung at a!., (2002) 
tested social axioms in five countries looking for universal dimensions of general beliefs, 
which they then factor analyzed at the individual leveL This approach returned two cul-
tural dimensions that sounded like locus. of control: reward for application and fate con-
trol. Reward for application "emphasizes the benefits of effort and hard work" (p. 295). 
Fate control represents "a belief that life events are predetermined and that there are some 
ways for people to influence these outcomes" (p. 292). According to these researchers, 
only fate control "seems to relate to locus of control ... [whereas] reward for application 
probably then concerns behavioral domains that are not fated" (p. 295). When this study 
was repeated (with some slight changes) by Bond eta!. (2004) across 41 countries and 
factor analyzed at the country level, two factors appeared as significant, one of which was 
dynamic externality, which included the two individual level factors described above. 
Expression: reveal/conceal. In KnowledgeWorkx's view (2008), people with a 
concealing style do not show emotion freely, especially in a work environment. This 
does not mean that they do not feel emotion, or that their emotions are suppressed, but 
that they are not expressed explicitly or sometimes at all. A revealing style openly and 
freely shows emotion. Rules regarding emotional expressiveness or restraint are called 
display rules. 
According toTing-Toomey (1999), "Cultural display rules shape when, how, 
what, and with whom certain nonverbal expressions should be displayed or suppressed" 
(p. 120). While there is evidence that some expressions may be innate and universal, 
Ting-Toomey found a great deal of evidence that demonstrated that culture shapes ex-
pression of emotion. She noted that these display rules included the nonverbal forms of 
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expression, such as tone of voice, eye contact, touch, body movements, and facial expres-
sions. Specifically referring to facial displays, she commented that researchers (Ekman et 
a!., 1987; Matsumoto, 1989, 1992) have found that there is "relative universality in the 
decoding of basic facial emotions ... anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and sur-
prise" (p. 121), though still not without some cultural differences. 
Hofstede and Hofstede (2005) discussed expressiveness as part of their Uncer-
tainty Avoidance dimensionc According to them, "anxious cultures tend to be expressive 
cultures. They are the places where people talk with their hands, where it is socially ac-
ceptable to raise one's voice, to show one's emotions, to pound the table" (p. 171). They 
noted that "Japan may seem to be an exception in this respect; like other Asians, the Jap-
anese generally behave unemotionally in Western eyes," but the Japanese have "major 
institutionalized places and times for anxiety release" (p. 171). 
Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner (1998) found in their research that there were 
large differences between cultural groups in regard to whether they would or would not 
show their feelings if they were upset about something at work. They also made the dis-
tinction between display and role in reasoning, and thus identified three groups: those 
who display emotion, but separate it from the reasoning process; those who do not dis-
play it and do separate it; and those who display emotion and do not separate it. This is 
important because we convey and receive information from a display of emotion (or lack 
of), but we can easily draw incorrect conclusions about what other people are thinking, or 
what they are going to do, if we interpret according to our own display rules. 
This dimension is particularly important when conflict occurs-when emotions 
are more intense and misread cues can have great consequences (Hammer, 2003, 2005; 
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Hammer & Rogan, 2002). For conceal cultures, Ting-Toomey (1999) stated, "maintain-
ing restrained emotional composure is viewed as the self-disciplined, mature way to han-
dle conflict," so that resolution can be made (p. 215). Reveal cultures, on the other hand, 
believe it is honest and helpful to show how they are feeling. It provides information and 
is meant to help further the discussion or release emotion, so that resolution can be 
achieved. Hammer (2003) identified this dimension as one of two central patterns (along 
with direct/indirect discussed earlier) important to understanding cultural differences in 
conflict style. 
Likewise, according to Adler (2002), this style of display also impacts negotia-
tions. For example, Adler explained, U.S. Americans will smile at the beginning and 
throughout negotiations, whereas Russians will tend to start smiling once they begin to 
relax and feel the relationship developing. Additionally, Ting-Toomey(1999) noted that 
a strong display of emotion could be used to indicate sincerity and earnestness, which is 
important in negotiations, though it may be misjudged as argumentative. 
Growth: personal/material. This dimension is unique to KnowledgeWorkx ma-
terial. As KnowledgeWorkx (2008) described it, this is about investment in the growth of 
an organization. Is it more important to develop people and invest in people (training 
courses, team development, etc.) or to allocate resources to developing infrastructure, 
systems and processes? This dimension, according to KnowledgeWorkx, suggests that 
some cultures will be more material-growth focused, preferring to allocate resources to 
improve infrastructure, systems, and tools. Others will be more focused on developing 
their people, providing training and development. Both types of growth aim at improving 
· work productivity and quality, but they do it differently. Sometimes these differences are 
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seen along departmental lines, but they are also seen along cultural lines. Knowledge-
W orkx concluded that it is possible to have an IT manager who is people-focused and an 
HR manager who is material-focused, contrary to what the stereotype might suggest. 
Knowledge Workx (2008) noted that sometimes it can be difficult to separate peo-
ple growth and material growth and then it becomes a question of where people start the 
thinking or decision process. Do they think that to be more effective they need better IT, 
and therefore to make it work, people will need training? Or do they instead focus first 
on the idea that staff need help to improve efficiency, and then after examining the prob-
lem, determine that better IT systems will provide a good solution? 
This dimension connects to one of the aspects of Hofstede and Hofstede's (2005) 
conceptualization of the masculine/feminine dimension. They identified masculine cul-
tures with technical interests and with achievement and feminine with social interests and 
nurturing. According to Hofstede and Hofstede, masculinity/femininity as a cultural di-
mension is exhibited in which work goals are set and how one improves a work environ-
ment. 
The growth dimension also correlated somewhat with the humane orientation di-
mension measured by the GLOBE study (House eta!., 2004), which is "the degree to 
which an organization or society encourages and rewards individuals for being fair, altru-
istic, friendly, generous, caring, and kind to others" (p. 569). House eta!. partly charac-
terized this dimension as being about motivation, either by power and possessions or by 
the need to belong or affiliate, which are similar to Hofstede and Hofstede's (2005) mas-
culine and feminine respectively. 
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Hofstede and Hofstede (2005) suggested that certain countries excel in various 
industries depending on the degree of masculinity and femininity. They suggested that 
masculine cultures are better at manufacturing, especially large scale, which requires do-
ing things efficiently, and that feminine cultures are better at service industries, at manu-
facturing according to customer specification, and at "handling live matter like in high-
yield agriculture and biochemistry" (p. 146). If this distinction is true, it is possible to see 
how an emphasis on material-growth, such as machinery, w'auld be characteristic of in-
dustry in masculine cultures and personal-growth, such as developing employees' skills, 
would be emphasized in industries in feminine cultures. 
Outlook: tradition/innovation. According to KnowledgeWorkx (2008), when 
assessing an organization and building trust, tradition-oriented cultures emphasize and 
highly value the achievements and names of the past. For innovation-oriented cultures, 
the potential and plans for the future are more important. Therefore, this may affect how 
trust is established and how changes are made or accepted--or even whether changes are 
made or accepted. 
This dimension is rooted in a culture's orientation toward the past or future. As 
Adler (2002) described them, past-oriented groups believe "plans should be evaluated in 
terms of their fit with the customs, traditions, and the wisdom of society, and that innova-
tion and change are justified only to the extent that they fit with the past experience" (p. 
31 ). Whereas future-oriented groups "evaluate plans in terms of the projected future 
benefits to be gained .... [Such people] justifY innovation and change more in terms of 
future economic benefits and have less regard for past social, cultural or organizational 
customs and traditions" (p. 31). 
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Tradition/innovation is also somewhat related to the dimension identified and la-
beled by Hofstede and Hofstede (2005) as uncertainty avoidance, which they defined as 
"the extent to which the members of a culture feel threatened by uncertain or unknown 
circumstances" (p. 167). Innovative cultures are more comfortable with ambiguity and 
uncertainty. They value ideas and strategic planning that focuses on visioning, potential, 
and the future. Innovation-oriented persons, according to House eta!. (2004), give great-
er emphasis to their vision and plans for the future, and most likely to a new way of 
achieving it, though they may not yet know exactly how it will happen. 
On the other end of the spectrum, Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner (1998) de-
scribed tradition-oriented cultures as having a greater need for certainty and predictabil-
ity. There is likely to be a focus on daily operations and on implementation, with clear 
and detailed job descriptions and clear lines of reporting. Experts are expected to have 
the right answers, and to be able to give detailed instructions. In a presentation about 
their organization, they give emphasis to the history of the organization, achievements 
and/or leaders. 
Planning: people/time. According to KnowledgeWorkx (2008), when planning, 
time-oriented people schedule their days according to the clock and prefer to schedule 
events in advance. Appointments are given priority. People-oriented planners will attend 
to the person present, even if something else was scheduled. They may have a list, 
though it is most likely mental rather than wri.tten, but it is not prescriptive and the day 
unfolds as it happens. If they do have a schedule, it is likely to be flexible. There is a 
sense with people-oriented planners that there is plenty of time. Knowledge Workx noted 
that time"oriented planners, however, see time as fmite and something to be managed in 
order to get more out of it. They are more likely to plan events in advance, by days, 
weeks, months, or even years. 
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This dimension is in part a reflection of a culture's orientation to time and is simi-
lar to Hall's (1983) monochronic/polychronic dimension and Trompenaars and Hamp-
den-Turner's (1998) sequential/synchronic dimension. According to Hall (1983), cul-
tures that are monochrome or time-oriented will be dominated by a schedule and will 
tend to compartmentalize, doing one thing at a time. They like to work in straight lines, 
figuratively speaking, because they value time efficiency. The schedule emphasizes pri-
orities and promptness. As Hall commented, relationships happen within the context of 
this schedule and will more often be private or small group conversations. 
On the other hand, Hall (1983) explained that in people-oriented or polychrome 
cultures, relationships are collective and participatory. People are multi-taskers, greet 
people immediately, take a phone call while having a conversation, and yet give each 
person time and attention. Appointment times are approximate. "Being late is not a mes-
sage, nor is it taken personally" (p. 68) as it is in time-oriented cultures. People-oriented 
cultures allow the time it takes to be with people, whether it is serving them in a business, 
listening to their story, or attending to them because they have a need. 
Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner ( 1998) defined sequential/synchronic time 
orientation similarly to Hall (1983} above. At the sequential end, "we have the person 
who conceives of time as a dotted line with regular spacings" (p. 123) and the synchronic 
end, "requires that people track various activities in parallel. ... There is a fmal, estab-
lished goal but numerous and possibly interchangeable stepping-stones to reach it" (p. 
124). Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner (1998) also made the point that relationships 
are more instrumental in time-oriented cultures. 
Relationship: situational/universal. KnowledgeWorkx (2008) described this 
dimension as being about how we get to know and how we engage with people. Rela-
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. tionships established in situational cultures are primarily limited to the context in which 
they are established (e.g., work, school associations, and exercise class). These relation-
ships tend to be formed rather quickly in comparison to universal cultures. Once rela-
tionships are established in universal cultures, they extend to many spheres oflife. Ac-
cording to KnowledgeWorkx, this dimension includes whether the type of relationship is 
specific to the situation and therefore renegotiated in a different situation or universal re-
gardless of the context. For example, in a situational culture, Sarah could be the market-
ing expert in the office, but then she may fmd out that Janice, the receptionist, is an excel-
lent tennis player and ask her to play and help her with her game. In universal cultures, 
as Knowledge Workx explained, the boss is the boss in the office and outside the office. 
If you meet him/her in the shop, he/she is still the boss, with the same status and respect 
and type of interaction (e.g., deferential or not). 
This relationship dimension is based on Trompenaars' and Hampden-Turner's 
(1998) specific/diffuse dimension. According to Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner 
( 1998), people from situational (specific) cultures tend to relate to others through a task 
and the relationship is generally limited to that task or association through which the rela-
tionship was formed. Consequently, relationships are kept separate and people from one 
sphere of!ife do not often meet people from another sphere oflife (e.g., people from 
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work do not meet the family). However, if they do meet in a new sphere, a new relation-
ship appropriate to that context will be established. · 
On the other hand, as Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner (1998) explained, peo-
ple from universal (diffuse) cultures tend to relate as whole beings, so their reputation . 
extends into all spheres of their life. This means that criticism of their ideas or work will 
be felt more personally (whether they think of themselves as individuals or as part of a 
group). A critique of their idea is often taken as a critique of them. As Trompenaars and 
Hampden-Turner said, "to call 'the idea' crazy is to call them crazy and to question their 
ability to represent the cultural views of fellow [compatriots]. It offends them deeply. 
Their ideas. are not separated from themselves" (p. 87). Furthermore, relationships in a 
universal culture not only extend from one sphere of life to another, but also extend over 
time. These relationships require more time to develop than in a situational culture, but 
once established, tend to be longer lasting. Lastly, Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner 
demonstrate that the public/private spheres of these two cultures differ-universal cul-
tures having a smaller public sphere and situational having a larger one. 
Moon and Woolliams (2008) highlighted the issue of privacy in their research of 
the specific/diffuse dimension. For people in diffuse cultures, according to Moon and 
Woolliams, much is private, and "everything is distant and deliberately polite" for quite 
some time (p. I 09). Once achieved, the "intermixture of private and public is a source of 
comfort, confidence, strength and pride" (p. 109-110). Specific cultures tend to have a 
small area considered private and a large public sphere, and therefore lots of relation-
ships. Moon and Woolliams explained that "what is shared in these relationships is de-
termined one specific situation at a time .... Each interaction stands alone in the specific 
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situation of the present moment" (p. 1 09). They went on to describe that "nothing that 
applies to relationships in one situation necessarily carries over into the next one. Each 
event of relationship is its own little drama with its specific roles" (p. 109). 
Harris and Carr (2008) focused on this dimension being a person-oriented value 
of culture. In their research, they looked at what impact person-oriented dimensions 
(specifically this dimension and masculinity/femininity) have on business aims and strat-
egies. They explained that 
in diffuse cultures people's public spaces and private spaces are not separated, so 
their· 'public' work roles cannot be distinguished from their personal or 'private' 
ones, and people are regarded in terms of their being a whole person and one de-
termined by a specific work role or contract. In specific business cultures, peo-
ple's actions, behaviors and relationships are specific to purpose, so the purposes 
they pursue will be determined by the specific work purposes, contracts, or roles 
that they are tasked to fulfill, and the issue of individual beliefs or values is irrele-
vant. (p. I 06) 
For example, in the research by Harris and Carr, Dutch CEOs, who were more person-
oriented, were found to reflect their life goals much more in their work and organiza-
tiona! aims than their French or British counterparts. 
Adler (2002) explained that at work situational managers will be concerned with 
their employees at work, but not their personal lives, because that is a different, private 
sphere. To express concern or to ask questions would likely be considered intrusive or 
interfering. To extend the relationship outside of work could be considered disrespectful. 
In contrast, according to Adler (2002), universal managers are concerned about the whole 
life of the employee and will be interested, and even involved in, the employees' personal 
as well as professional life. 
This also plays out in management style preferences. Management-by-objectives 
(MBO), from the perspective ofTrompenaars and Hampden-Turner (1998), made sense 
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in situational cultures, but in universal cultures it did not because "it is the relationship 
between [supervisor and subordinate] that increases orreduces output, not the other way 
around" (p. 92). Although according to Hofstede and Hofstede (2005), MBO is a func-
tion oflow power distance because negotiation is allowed between the manager and sub-
ordinate. Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner (1998) also gave the example of pay-for-
performance as another management tactic that works in situational cultures, but not in 
universal because it does not recognize all the relationships involved in achieving the per-
formance. 
Status: achieved/ascribed. Knowledge Workx (2008) identified whether status is 
achieved or ascribed as another important dimension of culture in the work environment. 
Is status achieved through accomplishments (e.g., a degree, projects completed, skills 
learned), thus allowing anyone who can accomplish the same thing to gain the same sta-
tus? Or is status ascribed based on pre-set criteria (e.g., family, caste, and seniority)? 
For example, getting a degree can increase one's status in achieved societies, but in as-
cribed societies having the degree does not generally mean employment over someone 
with ascribed status, such as someone who is part of a particular family. Likewise, two 
people with the same degree may be ascribed different status based on the institution that 
the degree is from. According to Knowledge Workx (2008), if status is achieved, it can 
also be lost based on lack of achievement. If status is ascribed, it is much harder to lose, 
though it is possible through loss of face in which people are disconnected from the status 
group to which they belong. 
The above dimension is directly related to Trompenaars' and Hampden-Turner's 
(1998) achievement/ascription dimension. They explained that those who are achieve-
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ment-oriented gain status by doing, by accomplishing certain things, such as education, 
career benchmarks or gaining wealth. Those who are ascription-oriented are accorded 
status based on who they are due to their family, class, caste, gender, age, or some other 
group that they belong to with status. It is important to note, however, that the criteria 
used to ascribe status can and does differ from one ascription culture to another. As a 
characteristic of this dimension, Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner also described a dif-
ference in willingness to admit to not having answers. In achievement-oriented cultures, 
people who are seen as expert or who are supposed to know something, are more willing 
to say that they do not know, and will get the answer. In ascribed-oriented cultures, peo-
ple in this position are "much more emphatic about 'knowing all the answers'" (p. 107), 
which can also mean working harder to have the answers in the first place. They ob-
served that this "can be a self-fulfilling prophecy: through living up to the status ascribed 
to them, they 'deserve' the status that was given to them before they actually earn it" (p. 
107). 
Status can confer a certain amount of authority and power. Not surprisingly, Hof-
stede and Hofstede (2005) noted that some cultures allow for upward mobility (achieved 
status) and some do not (ascribed status) as part of their power distance dimension. 
House eta!. (2004) elaborated on this point in the research of their power distance dimen-
sion and built on Hofstede and Hofstede's (2005) concept. The research on this dimen-
sion by House eta!. (2004) measures "the degree to which a community maintains ine-
quality among its members by stratification of individuals and groups with respect to 
power, authority, prestige, status, wealth, and material possessions" (p. 537). According 
to House eta!., in high power difference cultures, society is stratified in classes, upward 
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social mobility is limited, and societal changes are more difficult. In contrast, low power 
difference cultures have a large middle class and upward social mobility is common. 
Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner (1998) identified that this dimension has im-
plications for performance appraisals and motivation incentives. Achieved cultures are 
more likely to both give and receive feedback, such as in performance appraisals, as it is 
necessary for performance improvement. Adler (2002) also explained that promotions 
are expected based on whether status is achieved or ascribed in that culture. If promo-
tions and rewards are given based on ascribed status, rather than achieved performance, 
feedback and appraisals may be seen as irrelevant. 
Conclusion 
Self-awareness is a critical component of intercultural competence-this fact is 
repeated throughout the literature. It helps us adapt, helps us understand others, lessens 
conflict, to name just a few of the benefits. How to achieve cultural self-awareness is the 
obvious next question, and there are various ways to answer it, one of which is to use a 
self-assessment instrument. When the CMN was created, there were none such available, 
but today there are a few others. Self-awareness instruments tend to be less challenging 
and therefore involve less risk in training. They introduce concepts, terminology for 
those concepts, and then provide information for participants to reflect on regarding their 
own culture. Depending on how they are designed and used, this can also be extended 
from cultural self-awareness to other-awareness. They assist participants in moving be-
yond stereotypes. 
It is evident from the literature that each of the 12 dimensions measured by the 
CMN exist as cultural dimensions within other theoretical frameworks. Previous re-
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search has demonstrated some of the properties of the dimensions, as well as demon-
strated that they can be measured. · What is also clear in the literature is that how broadly 
or narrowly a construct is defined will vary from study to study. Even naming varies, and 
naming is important because it invariably highlights a particular aspect of the dimension, 
which then comes to stand for the whole construct. Yet whatever it is called, each con-
struct measured by the CMN has been validated by previous research. This literature re-
view forms the basis for content validity. It demonstrates that "the instrument [is] based 
on a theory or conceptual model" (Paige, 2004, p. 91) and thus answers the first of the 
research questions. We now tum to other methods for making the case for validity, as 
well as examining whether the instrument is helpful-the other two research questions in 
this study. 
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Chapter 3: Methods 
In this chapter I present the process followed for the research, including a discus-
sion of possible correlation instruments and why they were not used at this stage of the 
research. Specifically, the order of research was: clarity interviews, statistical analysis, 
revision of questions, administration of revised questionnaire, statistical analysis, follow-
up interviews. 
The research presented in this paper was part of a larger, ongoing validation pro-
ject of the CMN. It was built on previous research (Yoder, 2008), which examined the 
development and construction of the CMN instrument as part of establishing content va- . 
lidity as described by DeY ellis (2003). The CMN has been in use since 2003. While 
KnowledgeWorkx has long desired to validate the instrument, it only became possible in 
' 
2007. The creators ofKnowledgeWorkx have submitted the CMN to this process in or-
der to ensure a quality tool that does what it is supposed to and to provide credibility for 
the instrument. 
Evaluation of the CMN instrument was informed primarily by the processes de-
lineated by Reddin (1994) and DeY ellis (2003). Reddin was chosen because he is con-
cemed precisely with instruments used in training and lays out a clear process that is sim-
ilar to what KnowledgeWorkx has been doing. According to Paige (2003), "Reddin has 
produced the only textbookthat is exclusively about using instruments in training" (p. 
85). De Vellis was chosen because his publication, Scale Development: Theory and Ap-
plications (2003), sets some standards as part of the SAGE series of Applied Social Re-
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search Methods, and because his process was followed in creating the Intercultural De-
velopment Inventory, a well-researched, validated instrument in the intercultura!'field 
(Harmner & Bennett, 2003; Harmner, Bennett & Wiseman, 2003). Both Reddin (1994) 
and DeY ellis (2003) lay out similar processes, but each with a slightly different focus 
(see Table 4). 
Table 4. Scale Development Processes by Reddin (1994) and DeY ellis (2003) 
Reddin 
1. Decide on the concept of the test 
2. Conduct a test search 
3. Prepare a test budget 
4. Decide the domain of the test 
5. Choose a scaling method 
6. Create an item pool 
7. Include/exclude socially desirable 
items 
8. Test the item pool 
9. Create an initial version of the test 
I 0. Administer a first trial 
II. Prepare a first statistical interpretation 
12. Create a revised test and administer to 
a norming population 
13. Prepare a second statistical interpreta-
tion 
14. Create the final test version 
DeY ellis 
1. Determine clearly what you want to 
measure 
2. Generate an item pool 
3. Determine the format for measure-
ment 
4. Have the initial item pool reviewed 
by experts 
5. Consider inclusion of validation -
items 
6. Administer items to a development 
sample 
7. Evaluate the items 
8. Optimize scale length 
Because KnowledgeWorkx had already created an instrument and had been ad-
ministering it, this study was going to begin at Reddin's step 11 (prepare a first statistical 
interpretation) and DeVellis's step 5 (consider inclusion of validation items). However, 
an initial reading of the instrument and the first statistical results suggested that a return 
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to Reddin's step 8 (test the item pool) was a more appropriate place to start. Therefore, 
the research conducted in this study, with the exception of the interviews, corresponds to 
steps 8-11 of Reddin and 5-7 of De Vellis. 
Reddin's steps 5-7, and DeY ellis's steps 2-4, had already been addressed by the 
development team and were reported by me in a previous paper (Yoder, 2008). The 
method by which the development team achieved De Vellis' s step 4 is important for the 
discussion of validity later in the paper. In the case ofthe CMN, the items were devel-
oped by a multicultural team of experienced, intercultural experts. In 2008, I summarized 
the writing process for the CMN in the following way: 
Everyone involved wrote items and brought them to the table. They started with 
hundreds of possible items and then began the hard work of whittling them down 
to the best. This was also a group process, as with the dimensions, in which the 
group spent days and days discussing the merits and weaknesses of each question 
and how best to get at the dimensions. One interviewee described it as "picking 
each others' brains" and another as "a tedious process." (Yoder, p. 11) 
The team chose to use a dichotomous answer format in consultation with a psychometri-
cian in order to avoid response bias and increase the potential for accurate measurement 
with people from collectivistic and honor/shame cultures. This is also the format that 
Trompenaars (1994) used. 
More specifically, the research I conducted in this study undertook the following 
steps. First, the questions on the original instrument were assessed for question clarity 
and statistically analyzed for reliability using the coefficient alpha. Second, based on 
analysis of this data, the questions were revised. Third, the revised instrument was ad-
ministered and preliminary statistical analysis for reliability and validity was completed . 
. Finally, interviews were conducted with people who took the CMN and .participated in a 
brief Cultural Mapping and Navigation workshop. As Rubin, Rubin, and Piele (2005) 
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pointed out, interviews "can be combined with other research techniques to confirm or 
explain the research results" (p. 229). The post-workshop interviews were included to 
probe face validity and to take the results back to the respondents. The methods for each 
of these steps are discussed in more detail in this chapter. 
Question Clarity 
Reddin (1994) suggested "in one or more ways, test the items in the item pool be-
fore you create your initial version of the test" (p. 73 ). This is based on the assumption 
that all items were written by one person, and is suggested with the intention that poor 
performing items can be discarded. To some degree this testing had already been done as 
the items generated by one person were subjected to the multicultural development team 
for discussion and unanimous approval. However, the team was comprised of practitio~ 
ners and intercultural experts, not scale developers, so I reviewed the items for 
characteristics affecting clarity and comprehension. 
A number of authors listed common characteristics of better questions, noting that 
questions should be unambiguous, not too long, not double-barreled, and not contain 
multiple negatives (DeVellis, 2003; Bailey, 1994). One of the characteristics of good 
items, according to DeVellis (2003), was an appropriate reading level, or what Bailey 
(1994) called more generally "level of wording" (p. I 13). The instrument was intended 
for use with non-native speakers of English who use English as a business language. 
Therefore, given the influence oflanguage and culture on comprehension and interpreta-
tion, interviews were conducted with a variety of people to determine whether the ques-
tions were clear, and in particular, whether the wording was appropriate. 
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I conducted nine individual interviews and a focus group. The individual inter-
viewees were professionals living in Dubai and included four Arabs, two Asians, and 
three Westerners; there were six men and three women. They were identified through a 
snowball method, meaning the initial interviewees suggested other people meeting the 
necessary criteria to participate in this phase of the research (Bailey, 1994). The initial 
pool of potential interviewees were people who were known by KnowledgeWorkx staff 
and met the following criteria: professionals working in Dubai, who had not taken the 
CMN, had not been through Knowledge Workx training, were not currently being pursued 
as potential clients, and were open to participating in research. From among this pool, 
interviewees were chosen to maximize diversity in culture, gender, profession, age, and 
native language while achieving the overall numbers. 
The focus group was conducted with people attending a five-day Knowledge-
Workx training course in intercultural intelligence. It was not part of the original pro-
posal or plan, however, the opportunity presented itself and I took it. This experience 
gave an opportunity to compare methods, which will be discussed in the results section. 
Participation in the interview was voluntary and was held in two parts over two evenings 
in the middle of the course, and it was not a formal part of the program. This group con-
sisted of II people, all trainers, consultants, or human resource professionals. They were 
Europeans, North Americans, South Africans, and an Arab, and most of them had signifi-
cant intercultural experience. This group was asked the same questions as the individual 
interviews. According to Bailey (1994), in a group interview "it is still possible for an 
individual to give his or her own answers" (p. 192). 
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Three questions were proposed for each ofthe 72 CMN items: I. Is the language 
of the question clear? 2c Are there any words you are unsure of? 3. Briefly describe to 
me in your own words what the item is asking. After piloting these three questions, the 
format was altered slightly due to fatigue and time constraints on the part of the inter-
viewees. The final version consisted of the first two questions with a .follow-up if there 
was any uncertainty or hesitation. Follow-up questions were asked regarding the source 
of uncertainty and possibly regarding alternate wording. Answers were noted by hand 
and the interviews were recorded for backup and future reference, except in one case 
where permission was not granted (see Appendix B for implementation details). In the 
case of the group interview, a second note-taker also took notes. 
Statistical Analysis-Original Version 
Reddin (1994) suggested that "as you may well change the test items in some way 
after the first trial, [the first statistical analysis] need not be too extensive" (p. 75). Dr. 
Terry Taylor, a professional statistician used previously by KnowledgeWorkx, and I ran a 
statistical analysis of the original questionnaire for coefficient alpha. The instrument had 
already been administered during training with several hundred people, but during this 
time the online assessment software had been through an upgrade and had been migrated 
to a new platform. I checked the data before sending it to Taylor and was surprised to 
discover test and incomplete records. I removed the obvious sample test (fake) records 
and incomplete records (missing answers), which left 425 records for analysis. I do not 
kuow how there could be missing answers when the online system requires the respon-
dent to answer all questions before continuing to the next page. There was no way of 
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identifYing other corrupted data, fake records, or whether the data had been recreated in 
the new system without error. 
Revise and Administer 
Based on the analysis of the above statistical data, combined with the information 
from the interviews regarding question clarity, the items were evaluated and revised as 
necessary. Additionally, new items were generated in order to increase reliability-an 
effort seldom made according to Hinkin ( 1995). The revised version was then adminis-
tered to a sample population. DeY ellis (2003) pointed out that "it is difficult to find a 
consensus on this issue [of how large the sample population should be]" (p. 88). How-
ever, he and others (Hinkin, 1995; Emmert & Barker, 1989) referred to Nunnally (1978) 
as a standard in the field. Nunnally suggested 300 as a guideline. The creators ofthe IDI 
(Hammer, Bennett & Wiseman, 2003) and the ICS (Hammer, 2005) followed this guide-
line. 
It was proposed to administer the revised instrument to a group of approximately 
300 professionals diverse in gender and cultural backgrounds who were working in the 
U.A.E. in multicultural offices of multinational companies. Research briefs were pro-
vided (see a sample research brief in Appendix C) and the local offices of three multina-
tional companies agreed to participate. However, due to changes in their offices that re-
sulted from an unforeseen global economic crisis, 112 people took the revised CMN. 
The revised instrument was administered online. The new questions were sup-
posed to be launched at the same time as a new online system for questionnaires, which 
was being created for KnowledgeWorkx by an outsourced IT company. However, the 
new system was not ready, so the revised questions were put into the old system. 
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Correlation Instruments 
While administering the instrument under development (in this case, the CMN), it 
is possible to administer other assessments that measure the same constructs to help es-
tablish either criterion or construct validity. As DeVellis (2003) said, "the same exact 
correlation can serve either purpose. The difference resides more in the investigator's 
intent than in the value obtained" (p. 53). I considered administering an existing vali-
dated instrument along with the CMN in order to compare performance of the two. 
I considered various multi-dimensional validated assessments. It seemed prema-
ture at this stage to administer multiple single-dimensional assessments due to the in-
crease in time and cost coupled with the increased difficulty in finding respondents (due 
to increased time commitment). The two most likely instruments for correlation purposes 
were Trompenaars' (1998) questionnaire because of its number of similar dimensions, 
and Hofstede's (Hofstede, Hofstede, Minkov, & Vinken, 2008) questionnaire because of 
correlation between its dimensions and some of the CMN dimensions and because of its 
availability for research. Trompenaars' instrument, however, was unavailable (i.e., Ire-
ceived no response to my inquiries). In addition, Hofstede's instrument could not be ana-
lyzed at the individual level. The manual for the newest version of Hofstede's instrument 
stated, "the VSM 08 cannot be scored at the individual level" (Hofstede, Hofstede, Min-
kov & Vinken, 2008, p. 4) because as it explained later, "answers on questions used to 
measure a country-level dimension do not necessarily correlate across individuals. Are-
liability test like Cronbach' s alpha should in this case not be based on individual scores 
but on country mean scores" (p. 1 0). The third possible instrument was the Cultural Ori-
entations Instrument, but it was owned by Berlitz and was unavailable. The fourth simi-
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Jar instrument, albeit focused on leadership, was from tbe GLOBE study. However, it 
has only been validated at the societal or organization level, not at the individual level, 
and is very clear about not being used at tbe individual level of analysis (GLOBE, 2006; 
House eta!., 2004). The other instruments listed in tbe table in Appendix A either did not 
readily provide evidence of validity or did not include similar enough constructs. There-
fore, I concluded no suitable assessment covering multiple dimensions was available for 
this stage of the research. 
Statistical Analysis-Revised Version 
DeY ellis (2003) stated that 
after an initial pool of items has been developed, scrutinized, and administered to 
an appropriately large and representative sample, it is time to evaluate the per-
formance of tbe individual items so that appropriate ones can be identified to con-
stitute the scale. (p. 90) 
And he listed three statistical ways to evaluate the items (step 7): item correlation, coeffi-
cient alpha, and factor analysis. 
The data for analysis was stored in a server maintained by the IT company sub-
contracted to provide IT services to Knowledge Workx and had to be retrieved by them. 
Before running these analyses, I reviewed tbe data and noticed problems: missing data, 
two answers for the same question (e.g., 11 in the answer cell where 1 and 0 are the only 
possible options), and extra data (respondents should have 72 answers and some had 
many more). The IT worker could not explain the errors. These records, amounting to 
approximately 10% of tbe original data, were removed, leaving 100 to be analyzed that 
were assumed to be complete and correct. 
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Item correlation, according to DeVellis (2003), is crucial to developing a good 
scale. He said, "the first quality we seek in a set of scale items is that they be highly in-
tercorrelated" (p. 91 ). Dr. Taylor ran the data through his proprietary software for item 
correlation and coefficient alpha. Coefficient alpha assesses internal consistency and is 
the most frequently used method of measuring reliability (Hinkin, 1995). It is considered 
to be a "conservative estimate" of the reliability, according to Emmert and Barker (1989, 
p. 105). 
Some authors also suggest using multiple methods to assess reliability, such as 
test-retest (Hinkin, 1995; Allworth & Passmore, 2008; Gregory, 2007). Gregory (2007) 
wrote: 
Certainly the split-half approach in general and coefficient alpha in particular are 
valuable approaches to reliability, but they cannot replace the common sense of 
the test-retest approach: When the same test is administered twice to a representa-
tive sample of examinees, do they obtain the same relative placement of scores? 
(p. 106) 
Therefore I ran both alpha coefficient, as well as test-retest, for reliability. The retaking 
(retest) was voluntary, with approximately 45% return rate. With only I 00 initial partici-
pants, the final numbers for test-retest were so small (45 respondents), that statistical 
analysis of these records for retest reliability was not conducted. 
Factor analysis is the third method of item evaluation that DeY ellis (2003) dis-
cussed as part of step 7 and that Hinkin (1995) proposed as part of building the case for 
validity. This is "a statistical method for determining the number and nature ofunderly-
ing variables from a larger number of measures" (Emmert & Barker, 1989, p. 339). For 
example, this was the method Hofstede (1980) used to determine his original four dimenc 
sions. However, Ward, Bochner, and Furnham (2001) identified some of the controversy 
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that has arisen in intercultural research. They illustrated this controversy by referring to 
Hammer, Gudykunst, and Wiseman's (1978) study, which identified a three-factor model 
of intercultural effectiveness. Later studies (Abe & Wiseman, 1983; Gudykunst & 
Hammer, 1984; Hammer, 1987, cited in Ward, Bochner & Furnham, 2001), however, 
"produced somewhat varied results" (Ward, Bochner & Furnham, 2001, p. 41). Explora-
tory factor analysis was included in the original proposal, but due to data that appeared in 
the course of the research (alpha coefficient results), Dr. Taylor decided it was premature 
at this point, as the quality of the factor analysis is dependent on the reliability of the 
items. Therefore, Knowledge Workx will conduct this analysis later as part of their ongo-
ing research. 
Follow-up Interviews 
Interviews were conducted as a qualitative complement to the quantitative analy-
Sis. As Chuprina (2008) concluded from her research of the Self-Directed Learning 
Readiness Scale (SDLRS) across three different cultures, our research can result in a 
fuller picture and more questions answered if use a combination of quantitative and quali-
tative methods. Indeed, Emmert and Barker (1989) noted that "the intelligent position 
that the two methods can complement one another has been advocated by significant 
scholars" (p. 6). The interviews were used to assess face validity, probe whether the par-
ticipants had increased their cultural awareness, and bring the results back to the partici-
pants in order to involve them and receive their feedback. 
Face validity is one of several arguments that can be made for validity, according 




Face validity is simply assessed by the evaluator's studying the concept to be 
measured and determining, in his or her best judgment, whether the instrument ar-
rives at the concept adequately. It is partially a definitional or semanticjudgment. 
If the measure clearly measures another concept, then obviously it does not have 
face validity. However, if the item does not seem to be measuring any recogniz-
able concept other than the one it is supposed to be measuring, the instrument can 
be said to have face validity. (p. 69) 
Paige (2004) defined face validity as: "learners see the connection between the items and 
what .is being measured" (p. 91). DeVellis (2004) made the point that just because some-
thing looks like it is valid does not mean that it is. This was not the only type of validity 
that was being pursued for the CMN, but it was being included as one purpose of the in-
terviews because it was one of the criteria used to evaluate instruments, according to 
Reddin (1989) and Paige (2004). 
Furthermore, and perhaps more importantly, the interviews were an opportunity to 
hear from the respondents themselves. They were an attempt (as with the clarity inter-
views) to enable those who will be subjected to the questionnaire to part.icipate in the 
formation and evaluation of it. As I drew tentative conclusions about the CMN and made 
suggestions for use and for further research, it allowed the participants to be part of the 
meaning making. Rao, who designs and conducts both qualitative and quantitative re-
search and presented at the 2007 Summer Institute for Intercultural Communication on 
designing effective intercultural assessment tools, stated: "we have a responsibility to 
take results back to the community" (personal communication, August 2007). The same 
idea is also recommended by Martin and Butler (200 1 ), who called it member-
checking-"where the researcher takes findings back to the community being studied for 
their interpretation" (p. 291 ). Member-checking is one way to increase the participation 
of those being studied in the research conducted on themselves or their group, and thus 
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meet one of Martin and Butler's guidelines for ethical research. It is also, importantly, an 
opportunity to listen. Perhaps there is something we do not know about the effect of the 
CMN instrument, and without talking with the respondents, we will not know. Martin 
and Butler also suggested, as another of their guidelines, that ethical research is recipro-
cal. "Those studied should benefit from the research" (p. 292) and the interviews give us 
insight into whether and how this has happened. 
As the CMN was designed to be used in the context of training-it is not a stand-
alone instrument or report-the respondents were invited to attend a three-hour workshop 
provided by KnowledgeWorkx, which in the end was little more than two hours (includ-
ing a break). The workshop began with experiential activities in self- and other-
awareness and then presented the cultural dimensions measured by the CMN. Partici-
pants also received their CMN report during this workshop (see Appendix D for a sample 
report). 
Within two weeks after the workshop, ten participants were interviewed. Twelve 
of the workshop attendees were invited (see Appendix E for interview implementation 
details) in order to have at least ten interviews. Interviewees were chosen to maximize 
diverse perspectives in terms of ethnicity, gender, age, and company position by using a 
stratified sampling technique. When multiple people were in the same strata, their names 
were put into a hat and a name was drawn. Participation was voluntary. 
Interviews were recorded if permission was given (all but one interview) and 
notes were also taken. Recordings were transcribed, but due to the challenges of captur-
ing spoken language in written form (Poland, 2001 ), I also listened to the recordings as I 
analyzed the transcriptions, as suggested by DiCicco-Bloom and Crabtree (2006). 
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The interviews were focused interviews. This means that an interview guide was 
used (see Appendix E for interview implementation details), but questions were not 
scripted in order to allow flexibility in probing for informationrelevant to the topics. As 
Bailey (1994) said, "this flexibility can result in questions that are really a long .series of 
probes that can investigate deeply into the subjective areas of the respondent's mind in an 
attempt to discover his or her real feelings and motives" (p. 191 ). The interviews focused 
on two things: the degree to which the participants thought their CMN profile reflected 
them; and what the effects were of the CMN on the participants' cultural self-awareness. 
The interview opened with "tell me about your CMN profile." They were not asked di-
rectly whether their profile was accurate in order to avoid affirmative answers given to 
please the interviewer. 
Because I was interviewing across cultures, I tried to use appropriate communica-
tion styles (verbal and non-verbal) and build rapport (Ryen, 2001). Knowing that I could 
later refer to a recording and did not have to rely solely on my notes allowed me to be 
more conscious oflistening, responding, and interpreting in interculturally sensitive 
ways, which is all the more important in this style of interview, which does not use pre-
scripted questions. 
The information gathered was initially analyzed along the same two lines of in-
quiry on which the interviews were focused. However, it was not limited to this. While I 
analyzed for the predefined themes, I also looked at the data to see what other themes 
emerged. This meant the creation of temporary themes and categories, some of which 
grew and subdivided and others that merged as I reviewed and re-reviewed. Some 
themes emerged, such as statements reflective of the Developmental Model of 
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Intercultural Sensitivity (DMIS) stages and learning style preferences, but were not pur-
sued because they were not directly of interest to this study. Other themes emerged, such 
as examples of the CMN dimensions, which are of interest but not directly relevant to this 
study, and because they were not included in the original design, some interviewees dis-
cussed these themes and some did not. Therefore these themes are not presented in the 
results section, but are treated as. exploratory .ideas for consideration in further research in 
the conclusion section of the thesis. In the end, I decided to include one additional theme 
for analysis: usefulness/helpfulness of the CMN, meaning what the interviewees identi-
fied as useful or helpful, which may be different from what the trainer thought would be 
or should be helpful. This was, in some ways, related to the theme of the effects of the 
CMN, but it was treated separately because it could give voice to the participants and 
could give a different perspective to address one of Paige's questions for selection (was 
the tool useful) that was already being addressed in the thesis. 
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Chapter 4: Results 
This section presents the research data. Results of the question clarity interviews 
and initial statistical analysis of the original instrument are presented first. Then statisti-
cal analysis of the revised version is presented. This is followed by the data from the fol-
low-up interviews. Finally, the information to answer Paige's questions that are not con-
sidered elsewhere in this thesis are addressed. (Theoretical support [question 7] was ad-
dressed by the literature review and usefulness [question 9] is partially addressed in this 
section, but primarily addressed in the discussion chapter.) 
Question Clarity Interviews 
Nine individual interviews and a focus group interview were conducted regarding 
clarity of the original CMN questions. Interviewees commented on whether the question 
was clear, and gave feedback on the question. Even when the question was clear, the in-
terviewee often suggested ways that it could be improved. The number of interviewees 
who had comments to improve the question (regardless of whether it was clear or not), or 
had other comments regarding the question, ranged from none (occurred once) to all but 
one (occurred once). 
The type of comments varied greatly by question and interviewee. Rarely did in-
terviewees make the same comment about any given question. In reviewing the com-
ments for all 72 questions, some categories became apparent. 
1. Grammar. This included spelling and typographical errors, incorrect verb tense, and 
gender inclusiveness in language, e.g., change "is" to "are." 
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2. Vocabulary. Some respondents suggested using parallel terminology, such as accept-
able with unacceptable as answer options. Some comments included updating language, 
such as the term typist, which is outdated in some places. Other comments referred to 
difficult or unclear vocabulary, such as leverage and lucrative. 
3. Simplify. Sometimes respondents suggested taking out what they saw as unnecessary 
or repeated phrases, such as moving "discuss my increase" to the question instead of re-
peating it in both answers. 
4. Answers. Sometimes respondents wanted other answers to choose from; mostly they 
wanted options such as it depends or both. Occasionally, they felt the answers given did 
not fit the question. Sometimes respondents would give their answer to the question or 
would comment on how easy it was to choose an answer. 
5. Meaning. Respondents discussed the nuances of words and suggested alternative inter-
pretations. They also provided information on the emotional weight of specific words or 
phrases, such as the difference between the phrases: negotiate aggressively, lively discus-
sion and raising your volume. 
6. Comprehension. Respondents gave real life examples of the questions. They restated 
the question in their own words or they noted that it was similar to other questions. They 
also tried to identify the cultural dimension addressed in the question. 
7. (Not) applicable. Respondents commented that certain situations did not occur where 
they worked, such as annual reviews, or that this was daily work for them, such as rela-
tionships among colleagues outside the office. 
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In addition, in the course of the interview, comments were occasionally made re-
garding other aspects of.the instrument, such as the length of time it took and the number 
of questions. For example, one doctor from the Middle East said that in their education, 
exams are either 60 or 100 questions, so he was disheartened to click to another page of 
questions after finishing 60, and then confused when it stopped after 72. 
The interviews provided much more information than the originally stated pur-
pose of whether the question was clear and the wording appropriate; they also provided 
insight into whether the items were getting at the right cultural dimension. Comments 
categorized as grammar, vocabulary, or simplifying mainly addressed the wording issue. 
Comments regarding the answers, meaning, and comprehension gave more insight into 
why the item was not clear and how to revise it. This was used as guidance when rewrit-
ing. Some of the comments presented a starting point for writing new items. Comments--
regarding items that were truly not applicable gave us data regarding potential validity of 
the item in certain contexts. 
Finally, there were some differences between the comments from the focus group 
and from the individual interviews. The focus group comments have been included in the 
data presented above, however, there are a few differences worth noting. The starkest 
difference was that when an individual (in an individual interview) said that an item was 
clear, he or she ahnost invariably moved on to the next item. However, when the focus 
group said it was clear, meaning that all in the group agreed that it was clear, they still 
proceeded to discuss it, such as ways it could be better, different ways of saying it, oral-
ternate interpretations. Another difference was that the focus group participants and the 
individual interviewees were different kinds ofusers, and thus thought about the items 
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differently. The members of the focus group were future administrators of the test and in 
the process of learning about the theories and concepts embedded in the test, so they were 
thinking on various levels when responding to the questions.* 
Scale Evaluation - Original Version 
Alpha coefficient (Cronbach's alpha) for internal consistency reliability was run 
on a data sample of 425 for the original version of the CMN. The alpha ranged from .01 
to .34, which is considered unreliable. The alpha coefficients for each scale (dimension) 
are provided in Table 5. 
This data, combined with results from the clarity interviews (above) and with a 
review of the questions for good item construction (e.g., unambiguous, brief, not double-
barreled) led to the conclusion that all questions would benefit from at least a minor revi-
sion and, in some cases, replacement. Additionally, the most consistent questions accord-
ing to their alpha coefficient were compared to the most commonly reported clear ques-
tions in the clarity interviews to see if there was any correlation, but there did not appear 
to be any. 
Based on all of the foregoing data, the assessment questions were revised and the 
new version was administered. The new version was statistically analyzed and results are 
presented below. 
'For trainers, this was also an excellent pedagogical activity for learning about the cul-
tural dimensions, as well as understanding the instrument before using it. The focus 
group had the added benefit oflearning from discussing each of the questions and how 
those exemplify the dimensions; discussing with the rest of the group; and being able to 
ask questions of the trainer. 
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Scale Evaluation - Revised Version 
We ran the alpha coefficient (Cronbach's alpha) for the revised version of the 
CMN on the preliminary sample of I 00 respondents. This sample size was a result of 
circumstances explained in the Methods section and was too small to draw conclusions 
from, but is presented here as preliminary information in the ongoing scale development 
project. The alpha coefficients for these respondents to the revised version of the CMN 
ranged from .04 to .56 and are provided in Table 5. Currently, these alphas were still too 
low to make a claim for internal consistency. An item analysis, which shows the alpha 
and other statistical information, is included in Appendix F. 
Six of the coefficients went up considerably, two remained about the same and 
four went down. However, of those that went down, three strongly appeared to contain 
negatively correlated items (decision-making, outlook, and relationship), as did a few of 
the other scales. If these items were reverse-scored, it would likely raise the coefficient. 
Three of the scales (destiny, growth, and status) were promising, particularly con-
sidering that this was before optimization. As an example of what may be accomplished, 
alphas are included in Table 5 for each dimension after the poorest performing question 
has been dropped. The alpha for status (.74) crossed the recommended threshold and 
growth (.64) crossed the minimum. 
When Dr. Taylor and I saw the results of the alpha coefficient, and considering 
the small sample size, we decided it was premature to run a factor analysis, as the quality 
of the results was dependent on the reliability of the items. 
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Table 5. Alpha Coefficients Compared 
Original CMN RevisedCMN RevisedCMN 
Dimension Al_Qha Al_Qha Potential Al_Qha 
Accountability 0.01 0.24 0.25 
Communication 0.24 0.26 0.31 
Connecting 0.12 0.25 0.30 
Context 0.15 0.37 0.37 
Decision Making 0.34 0.13* 0.24 
Destiny 0.18 0.52 0.53 
Expression 0.32 0.12 0.13 
Growth 0.12 0.48* 0.64 
Outlook 0.35 0.14* 0.22 
Planning 0.21 0.20* 0.35 
Relationship 0.27 0.04* 0.22 
Status 0.11 0.56 0.74 
* indicates scale that appears to include negatively correlated items 
Follow-up Interviews 
The interviews were analyzed for three themes. The first theme was the degree to 
which the participants think their CMN profile reflects them, i.e., the accuracy of the pro-
file. The second theme was the effects of the CMN instrument on the participants' cui-
tural self-awareness. During analysis, it became apparent that the statement of these two 
themes was from an individualistic perspective and needed to be reframed. So accuracy 
of their personal profile also included discussion of the group and others' profiles as well 
as the effects on their cultural self-awareness, which was intertwined with other-
awareness. The third theme was usefulness/helpfulness as identified by the participants. 
The interviewees are reviewed in chronological order, but first the interviewees are intro-
duced to provide some context for their comments. A list of the interviewees with se-
lected demographic information is presented in Table 6. As mentioned in the Method 
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section, all interviewees worked in the same department of a large, multinational manu-
facturing company. 
Interviewee 1 was a Pakistani man in his early 20s who grew up in Dubai. He 
was born in Pakistan, but did all his schooling, including university, in Dubai. He had 
recently joined the company from another similar company (also a large German indus-
trial equipment firm). He was young, positive, and enthusiastic about his new work 
situation and life in general. He was single and thinking about getting married someday. 
Interviewee 2 was an Iranian woman who grew up in Iran and came to Dubai in 
2002 with two other Iranians and worked for an Iranian company initially. She was mar-
ried to a German man and they had lived in Germany for a year. She had been working 
at the company for six months at the time of the interview and had not been working for 
the 2.5 years prior, while she was home with their first child. 
Interviewee 3 was an Indian woman who had worked in the department almost 
since its inception. She was the fourth person on the team. She grew up in Kerala, 
speaking Malayalam at home and being educated in English. All her schooling was at 
convent schools, though she is Muslim. She married in India, but early on they moved to 
Dubai, where she has lived, worked, and raised her children since. 
Interviewee 4 was a Pakistani Christian woman who had been in Dubai for sev-
eral years. She mentioned that it took her about a year to get used to wearing western 
clothing (shirts and pants) rather than the Pakistani (and Indian) salwar kameez (long tu-
nics and baggy trousers), but that it "harmonized" better with the environment and now 
she was completely comfortable. She worked as the assistant to the head of her depart~ 
ment. 
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Interviewee 5 was one of the eldest in the department as a man in his 50s. He was 
a German who had been with the company many years. He had moved to Dubai 14 
months prior to the interview and had also worked for the company in China for two to 
three years before moving to Dubai. 
Interviewee 6 was an Indian citizen, Hindu woman in her 30s, who called the 
U.A.E. her home country. She had a senior position as a commercial officer, though she 
did not supervise others. 
Interviewee 7 was a Goan Christian man in his 30s who grew up in India. He had 
lived in Dubai for the last 12 years. He did not want to be recorded for the interview and 
gave a short interview. 
Interviewee 8 was a Muslim Indian man in his late 40s who had been in Dubai for 
12 years. He had also lived for a few years in Saudi Arabia and for a year in Germany. 
He had been with the company for many years and was the head of the department. He 
was interested in the concept of intercultural intelligence, and was supportive and inter-
ested in the research regarding it, which is why he allowed his department to participate 
in this research. 
Interviewee 9 described his ethnicity as Arabic/Indian. He was in his 30s, a citi-
zen of India, who grew up in Saudi Arabia, went to university in Turkish Cyprus, lived in 
Turkey for a year, and had worked in Saudi Arabia and Dubai. He held a management 
position in the department. 
Interviewee 10 was a Hindu man from India in his late 30s. He had been in Dubai 
for eight years, working for a few different companies in that time. He had a senior, sue 
pervisory position in the department. 
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Table 6. List oflnterviewees 
Interviewee Age Gender Religion Etbnicity Country grew up in Position in company 
Interviewee 1 22-30 M Muslim- Is- Liberal U.A.E. Staff 
lam 
Interviewee 2 31-40 F Islam Iranian Iran Staff 
Interviewee 3 41-50 F Islam Indian India LineMgmt 
Interviewee 4 22-30 F Christian Asian Pakistan Staff 
Interviewee 5 51-60 M No European Germany LineMgmt 
Interviewee 6 31-40 F Hindu Indian U.A.E. Staff 
Interviewee 7 31-40 M Christian Goan Christian India Staff 
Interviewee 8 41-50 M Islam Indian India Executive Mgmt 
Interviewee 9 31AO M Islam Arabic/Indian Saudi Arabia LineMgmt 
Interviewee 10 31-40 M Hindu Flexible India Supervisory 
Note: Religion and Etbnicity fields are not pre-defined; they are open text fields in which they fill in their own information. 
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Theme of accuracy. Interviewee l agreed with his CMN profi le that indicated he 
was a direct communicator (see Figure 2). He also discussed his extreme degree of 
community accountability compared to the rest of the department (see Figure 3) and said 
that it was hue. This point was emphasized tlu·oughout the interview. He was the only 
one to refer to the group profile as "my" group profile. He frequently referred to the team 
and to the company as he discussed other things. For example, in discussing the deci-
sion-making dimension (rules-relationship), he said: 
not doing usually for yourself, you are doing it for the company or for the better-
ment of the company's growth and sooner or later, if you go beyond these rules 
and regulations, somewhat here or other you will face a problem. So instead of 
calling a problem by yourself, always abide by the rules and regulations because 
if anything goes wrong then the managers and everybody will be there for you. 
He did not express any disagreement with his profile. 
THE CULTURAL 
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Interviewee 2 questioned her placement on the communication dimension as more 
direct and the decision-making dimension as more rules-oriented (see Figure 4). How-
ever, as she began explaining, she concluded that she was, in fact, a more direct commu-
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that she was a direct communicator, and in this way she was different from her cultural 
background. At one point she said, "The direct one, I'm sure I've changed. I'm sure I've 
changed. I, yea, I haven't had a nerve to tell someone directly in the face the things that I 
may do now." Regarding rules-oriented decision-making, she said her "cultural back-
ground" was "more into doing the things through the relationships" and gave· examples of 
building relationships and getting help from those people, but sti ll within the limits of the 
rules. Therefore, although she questioned her placement on the dimension, she gave ex-
amples supporting her placement on the dimension. It appeared to be a case of not un-
derstanding the dimension as defined in the CMN, rather than that her profile was inaccu-
rate. She said that she built relationships with the suppliers and this was helpful. How-
ever, she does not seem to expect thi s to take precedent over the rules, but rather faci litate 
getting things done within the rules. She said, "I mean, they are not going to cross the 
rules. It will be within that limit. But if they can help within that limit, they will give it 
immediately." She generally agreed with the rest of the profile. She began naming indi-
vidual dimensions and stating that it was like her, "being inclusive and also being more 
toward the revealing [side] but still in the middle [of the expression dimension]. That 
was me. The community [dimension] as well." And after three, she paused, and then 
summarily stated, "It's mostly me." 
Interviewee 3 compared herselfwith the group profile (see Figure 3) and was 
similar to the majority of the group with two exceptions. She agreed with these two 
exceptions, which were growth (personal) and communication (direct, see Figure 5) and 
gave examples to support each. For example, she told a story about using the prayer 
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room at a time when a man was in there, and although he wanted her to come back at an-
other time, she simply said, "this is the way it is." 
THE CUL TUAAL 






























Interviewee 4 said that the results were like her. She commented that other peo-
ple had told her some of these things about her, but she had not believed them. 
The results are very close to what I am ... some areas which I did not know that I 
am that kind of person ... it' s nice actually ... when somebody endorses ... you 
are that kind of person. So, and my boss also said that, yes . . . you are like that. 
The one dimension she had a hesitation about was formal-infmmal. She was slightly in-
formal (see Figure 6) and thought she would be more on the formal side because she is 
formal in her emails and writing and does not include personal infonnation, such as small 
talk about her vacation. Her boss endorsed her profile, as did other colleagues with 
whom she discussed her profile. Likewise, at a different time, she mentioned that she 
affirmed her boss's profile, even though her boss did not think he was quite so direct (see 
Interviewee 8). She also reported that, in comparing profiles with colleagues, she was 
surprised at some of their profiles, but "they said it fits, it fits them, yea. They said, yea, 
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it's true for us." This interviewee also commented on the questions in the inventory, that 
the right or good answers were not apparent. In other words, it was difficult for her to 
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Figure 6. Interviewee 4 's Personal CMN Profile. 













Interviewee 5 stated that his CMN profile reflected what he answered (see Figure 
7). He said, "It 's reflecting what I did with the questionnaire. So it's to a certain extent . 
. . reflecting what I feel about me." He said he was expecting to see bell curves on the 
group profile (Figure 3) for the dimensions and implied that because he did not see them, 
he questioned the instrument. This came up early in the interview and so that it would 
not remain a barrier in the rest of the interview, I explained that we did not expect to see 
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Interviewee 6 said yes, the profile reflected her. She said, "this is the way I am" 
(see Figure 8). Later, she reiterated this and then said she thought she was a little less 
formal because she prefers using the phone to email and she likes to joke with people in 
the office and talk about things unrelated to work. She proceeded to give examples from 
the status dimension and decision-making dimension of how her profile suited her. She 
also said that the group profile was as expected with the exception of the destiny dimen-
sion. She expected the group as a whole to appear less directed because she expected the 
sales team to be less directed, since they had to respond to customers. In discussing the 
group profile (Figure 3), she also affitmed that they were infmmal and gave the same 
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Interviewee 7 said that his profile fit him. He also said that the report was based 
on his answers to the questions, and then followed this with a statement that there were 
no surprises and it matched his thinking. Much later in the interview he said again, "it 
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Interviewee 8 agreed with most of his profile, which he noted was "not much in 
the middle" (see Figure l 0). He had questions about his placement on a few of the di-
mensions. At the beginning, he said he thought he was more inclusive, though toward the 
end of the interview, without having discussed it, he agreed with it. For communication, 
he believed he was slightly more indirect. Interviewee 4 happened to describe a discus-
sion with this interviewee about how direct he is and believed that he is as direct as his 
profile indicates. Interviewee 8 also questioned his placement on the universal end of the 
relationship dimension, giving as an example how little he saw colleagues outside of 
work. It came to light about halfway through the interview, as we discussed the innova-
tion-tradition dimension, that he thought the profile "is a complete self not only the work 
part." I clarified that the CMN is meant to reflect a person at work, as the questions are 
work situations and the directions ask the respondents to think of their work context as 
they answer the questions. He did not return to any of the previously discussed dimen-
sions, but went on to discuss the destiny dimension and note others, which he agreed 
with, and to discuss the context dimension (formal-informal). We had some discussion 
about this dimension because it had come up in our emails prior to the interview. It was 
unclear from the interview whether he agreed with this dimension or not, and whether he 
was discussing it in the work context or outside sphere. Interviewee 9 shed some light on 
this, which is discussed next in Interviewee 9's results. 
THE CUL TUAAL 
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Interviewee 9 said he did not go through his personal profile, but rather spent time 
going through the group profile (Figure 3), and comparing profiles with his bosses, in 
particular, Interviewee 8. He recalled in detail how his individual profile (see Figure 11 ) 
was similar or different from Interviewee 8 and commented that he was surprised by In-
terviewee 8's level of informality, because he said they were the same. He suggested that 
Interviewee 8 might have been thinking outside of work when he answered the questions, 
because he said he knew him outside of work and there he was more infonna l. The con-
versation was thus: 
Interviewee 9: I found that there is a difference, so, uhm, then I gathered, maybe 
when I was fi lling this up, I was in my business context and when he was doing it, 
he was in his general context, huh. 
Beth: In his what context? 
Interviewee 9: General, general context, like away from the business. I know him 
from away from the business. He is like that, huh, he is infmmal. But I see him 
more fonnal, uh, when he is in the business context, so there was a little bit, uhm, 
uh, let's say, discrepancy here, so, could be that when I was evaluating, it was, uh, 
I'm, I'm looking into my colleagues and because many questions were related to 
the job. Ok? 
Beth: Yea. Yea, and it' s meant to be focused on the job and in the work context. 
Yea. 
Interviewee 9: Yea, and I did according to the job, and I evaluated, but he may 
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He did not make any direct comments regarding the accuracy or inaccuracy of his own 
profile. However, he gave several examples of adjusting to another person's culture, or 
having a multicultural identity, such as, 
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when I am with different person you catmot imagine, huh. I mean it 's really 
amazing sometimes people catmot even recognize that I'm, uh, Indian, you know? 
(laugh) Talking like that, Arab say you are Arab. Turk say you are Turk, .. . be-
cause of my experience in living abroad most of the time and, uh, I'm built into 
different way. 
This may indicate a different relationship toward his own cultural profile, defining the 
accuracy of his profile in relation to his context, or the person with whom he is interact-
mg. 
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Interviewee 10 did not make any statements regarding the accuracy of his profile. 
Rather, he said he compared his profile (see Figure 12) to the group (Figure 3) and com-
mented on how similar his profile was to the majority and that he was not an outlier. He 
said, " I compared both, in most ofthe case the majority, I'm in the majority of the peo-
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Theme of effects on cultural self- and other-awareness. Interviewee l said that 
he might need to be less collectivistic in light of the rest of his team being more individu-
alistic. In particular, he mentioned changing his thinking or perspective. He mentioned a 
"different way of thinking .. . you know when the glass is half full you have to see the 
other side of the glass as well." 
For Interviewee 2, it appeared that seeing the profile and discussing it brought her 
to the realization or acceptance of how some of her cultural preferences in a work setting 
had changed, namely from indirect to direct communication and from people to time 
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planning. She even took the learning beyond the workshop by taking it home and disc 
cussing it with her husband, who is from a different culture (German). 
Interviewee 3 mentioned a couple times that she had compared her report to oth-
ers and to the group profile. In the process of comparing profiles, line-by-line, she said 
she "really understood how different people are." Then she had to figure out what to do 
with those differences, which she decided not to keep in mind because there was no con-
flict at the time of the research. A few lines later she also stated that the CMN helped her 
explain the differences she perceived. She said, "but I can now ... yea, I can relate to it. 
When he does it in a different way, I can relate, now, OK, this is the reason." Then she 
gave an example from the day before about someone commenting on something impor-
tant to them that she thought was unimportant and not worth mentioning, which she at-
tributed to the growth (personal-material) dimension. 
Interviewee 4 described knowing herself in some ways already, but that she 
learned more from this instrument, which gave categories and endorsed who she was. 
For example, she said: 
It was something like you, you know things, but nobody has told you before that 
you are that type or you are that kind of person or you have this nature, you know. 
But from these profiles you come to know what type of person you are. So not 
surprises but realize that, ok, yes, I am, I was doing this, and now some peers has 
also said so (laugh) I'm that type of person, yea. 
She said the point of such instruments was to know yourself better, but that it did not 
necessarily bring change, nor did she expect to change as a result of it. She demonstrated 
that she grew in her cultural awareness of her colleagues through her discussions with her 
boss and peers. 
l 
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Interviewee 5 said that he did not learn anything new about himself; there were no. 
surprises in the profile. He was interested in the group profile. He said, 
I tried to figure out whether I'm, let's say, in the range of the whole team or if 
there is something which is outside, and I could find, let's say, to a certain extent 
I'm exactly what the whole team was reflecting. 
He did state that he did not normally think in these categories and there were one or two 
new categories. When I checked this and asked if these were new ideas for him, he said, 
"I would not say new idea but a new practice." The difference, he explained, was that a 
practice was something daily or on a regular basis, and he wanted more help on how to 
make this more of a practice, rather than an idea. 
Interviewee 6 began by commenting that her profile was "balanced," meaning not 
extreme, but she did not know if this was a good thing or not. She said it might mean she 
is unpredictable; she said, "I could just move as per my convenience or as the situation 
demands I could be like a pendulum moving across." She also recognized the benefit of 
the position and said, 
also, because I go as per the situation demand, which would be the positive side 
of this, I don't need to change myself too much to adapt to the situation and I can 
adapt to any, like, say environment or atmosphere comfortably. 
She said she learned from this report that she needed to be more "expressing," but what 
she described was being more direct in her communication. In regards to others, she 
went beyond the scope of the report and applied various cultural dimensions to the orga-
nization. For example, she had recently visited the company office in Mumbai and she 
reported that "they are more directed than directive" and are more time-oriented, rather 
than relationship-oriented, because they scheduled so precisely, and kept the schedule. 
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She also commented that her company was between tradition and innovation and gave 
reasons for this analysis. 
Interviewee 7 began by saying that receiving the CMN report did not have much 
effect on his self-awareness because it was in line with what he was thinking already. 
Later, he said it was interesting because, although he knew some things' he said "[I] now 
know where I lie," and although he knew ideas, now he knew terminology for it and a 
structure. He also said that he would use this to explain others and try to influence them. 
He said by knowing the cultural dimensions, it would be possible to "know attitudes of 
people, what they think and feel in indirect way." 
Interviewee 8 said of his profile, "directive is correct and that is a problem" and 
he returned to this dimension a couple times during the interview, repeating this point, 
that it "could mean a, a difficult relationship at work." He also expressed that because 
this tool was under research, he did not know how to think of the results or how much 
' 
weight to give them (particularly those that were different from what he expected). This 
hesitation naturally limited the potential effect the CMN could have on his self-
awareness. Of the tool in general he said: 
We are seeing this everyday because this is a map of how people think and how 
people react. And you see this everyday. It's only a question of how often do 
you relate any discussion or interaction with somebody with the profile. 
And then he affirmed that he had used the dimensions and thought about work and people 
in these terms since the workshop. 
Interviewee 9 spent most of the interview discussing the impact of culture on 
business and the importance of understanding differences. Yet, he rarely framed those 
differences in terms of the CMN dimensions; usually it was according to nationality. He 
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did discuss comparing his profile with his boss's, learning how they were different in 
some ways, but mostly similar. 
Interviewee I 0 learned about how his profile compared to others and where he 
was in relation to the majority of the group, i.e., how was he similar. He also took the 
report home and discussed it with his wife. He said, "I had a discussion with her, so how 
she feels, because basically I cannot change myself, uh, to a great extent but I can ob-
serve how others are having opinion on me." He mentioned several times the importance 
of understanding how others perceived him. 
Theme of helpfulness/usefulness. Interviewee I said that the CMN was useful 
and named different places it was useful: at work, outside work, when moving to a new 
country, and when moving between companies. He said he faced these intercultural dif-
ferences in "daily life." He said it was 
useful when I walked out from the room it was pretty useful for me and like I 
learnt a lot. [This] is actually what we ... face on our daily life ... during the 
working schedules and working hours ... after working hours as well [as when] . 
. . you move from one country to another country the culture clashes. 
Interviewee 2 was particularly interested in the application of the concepts to cus-
tamers and other people outside the. company. She said 
the reason it was interesting for me ... we are a team with such a mapping and 
then if we have, I don't know, a customer, or someone who we're in touch with 
from another company, it has totally different modeling than we have, then it's 
really interesting. I'm really happy we did it. 
Interviewee 3 indicated that this helped her with her other-awareness. She said 
that now she could explain and understand why people do things differently; this was de-
scribed in more detail in the section above on self- and other-awareness. 
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Interviewee 4, after discussing her increased cultural self-awareness and the fact 
that the CMN endorsed who she was, said, "I mean it helps you for some time." She also 
said that learning about her colleague's cultural preferences, which were different than 
what she had thought, was helpful. 
Interviewee 5 said the report and short workshop were not enough, as it covered 
only ideas or theories; he said he needed practice. Later, I asked how important he 
thought self-awareness was in the workplace. He said the higher the role, the less impor-
taut and it was not very important unless you were not getting the results you wanted. He 
reiterated this point again, later, saying that business rules did not change because of cui-
ture, but if the goal was not achieved, then "perhaps it changes. Then there must be some 
thinking, sometimes there should be some thinking why they did not achieve their goal, 
and then we can think about different cultures." 
Interviewee 6 stated that "multicultural helps" and gave two ways-to expand a 
business and for better understanding between colleagues. She also gave an example of 
how she and colleagues used their cultural differences to change approaches to clients. 
She said: 
We [my colleagues and I] try to plan beforehand how we are supposed to behave 
with the plans. Like we have 2 customers in Abu Dhabi and I have talked. to the 
sales manger there and he tells me the approach that goes to customers have to be 
different. 
Interviewee 7 said this was helpful in understanding others and potentially in be-
ing able to influence them. 
Interviewee 8 was unsure of how helpful this was because this was research, and 
said it would be more helpful if "these results are really the ones that I would get also in 
two years, once this is refined and developed a little bit more." He said he had "condi-
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tiona! acceptance of the results," but regardless "it helps me talk about these different di-
mensions. So in terms of discussing the dimensions, whether I had my scores or I did not, 
it becomes easier to talk about it." He went on to discuss his desire for us to come back 
in a year or two and do the same thing again. He also said it would be helpful for new 
employees to take the inventory, both now and later, to learn about themselves and to see 
if they change and become more like their team or their bosses. 
Interviewee 9 found the group profile and the opportunity to compare and learn 
about colleagues useful. In answer to my question: "are there any of these dimensions 
that stood out to you," he also said: 
I mean everything is actually meaningful in this, huh. Everything, uh, I cannot say 
one is more than the other but that they all apply. I think these 12 profiles are, are 
really the basics of everything, huh, about handling. So, I have no preference for 
what is more or less, huh. I feel that yes everything is applicable, in the context 
I'm in. 
Given what he had demonstrated in the rest of his interview, this response seemed to be a 
generic statement that cultural information was helpful, rather than that the CMN tool, in 
particular, was useful. 
Interviewee 10 asked a few times during the interview how to use the survey. He 
wanted to know, "how this will, uh, how to implement this." After some discussion 
about changing and adapting, he concluded at the end of the interview, in referring to the 
profile, that a respondent will see where they are, and if that is an area where they feel 
pressure or distress, they will be moved to change. He said: 
We basically, we know our, where are we. Every person will be understanding 
themselves, like ... where is he, where is she, whatever it may be. So ... if it is 
too that side and too this side, they themselves will feel the difficulties that to 
change, uh, to that situation. 
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Questions for Selecting an Instrument 
The following questions are the remaining seven of Paige's questions (Table I) 
for selecting an instrument that are not answered elsewhere in this thesis. Answers to the 
following questions were obtained from KnowledgeWorkx through their website 
(www.knowledgeworkx.com); conversations with the international director and other 
employees; and by going through a five-day accreditation course in intercultural training, 
which includes use of the CMN (KnowledgeWorkx, 2008). 
1. What are the requirements for using the instrument? 
Users must atten<f a 5-day accreditation, which is a train-the-trainerprogram in 
intercultural intelligence. This program covers much more than just the use of the in-
strument. 
2. How is the instrument scored? 
The inventory is taken online and the instrument is scored automatically upon comple-
tion. Trainers can choose to have the report automatically emailed to the respondents up-
on completion or held for the trainer to distribute. 
3. What are the major test administration issues? 
It is an online questionnaire, which has been designed to also work in areas with slow 
Internet or low bandwidth. If the Internet connection is broken, respondents' answers are 
saved up to the page they were working on. Respondents can take the test from any 
computer at any time once they have been sent a login code. It takes between 20 and 45 
minutes, depending on familiarity with test taking and level of comfort with English. 
4. How much does the instrument cost? 
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Commercial cost is USD 45 per instrument, with discounts to non-profit and educational 
institutions. It is free when used for research. Cost of the accreditation varies by conn-
try, but is no more than USD 3000, with significant discounts available for non-profit and 
educational institutions. 
5. Are accompanying materials available? 
Yes. During the accreditation, participants receive a binder of material for use in training 
and to support their learning (approximately 600 pages). They also receive a DVD with 
all the course materials in electronic format, including handouts and PowerPoint shows 
that they can use or adapt and fihn clips. They also receive whatever is the most recent 
edition of four books: Cultures and Organizations (Hofstede and Hofstede); Riding the 
Waves of Culture (Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner); Cultural Intelligence (Peterson) 
and Bamga (Thiagarajan). 
6. Are training programs available? 
Yes. The accreditation is a train-the-trainer program and provides a wealth of material, 
experiential learning activities, and grounding in the concepts. 
7. Is there evidence that the instrument is currently being used in intercultural 
training? 
Yes. It is currently being used by trainers and consultants aronnd the world, primarily in 
the Middle East, but also by a few in each of the following continents: Africa, Europe, 
North America, and Asia. They are using it in corporate, non-profit, academic, and gov-
ernment settings. The KnowledgeWorkx material, including the CMN, is also being used 
on at least four college campuses as the basis of intercultural courses. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusion 
The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate the Cultural Mapping and Navigation 
(CMN) assessment as an intercultural training tool in order to assist trainers and consul-
tants in determining whether, when, and how to use it for their purposes. To this end, this 
thesis looked at the theoretical support for the scales, the extent to which the instrument is 
statistically reliable and valid, and the ways people responded to the instrument and to 
their personal reports. In this chapter, I discuss the results for reliability and the argu-
ments for construct validity, followed by limitations and suggestions. I then turn atten-
tion to the interviews and discuss what was learned from the participants and how the in-
strument was useful. 
In combining two different methods in this research (quantitative statistical analy-
sis and qualitative interviews), it became apparent just how different they are and what 
different assumptions they work from. It was easy as I was "in" each method to believe 
in that method's assumptions. However, from that vantage point, I also saw the weak-
nesses in the other method. The numbers of the quantitative research and statistical anal-
ysis did not give insight into how the participants responded to the tool and regarded their 
profile, or what they learned and how they were affected by it. The interviews, on the 
other hand, cannot tell us the frequency and variety of responses to each particular 
question. As I did the statistical analysis, it was easy to believe that this was right and 
that the results were true, all boiling down to one summary statement that the tool is po-
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tentially unreliable. However, in doing the interviews, it was easy to become part of the 
stories that the people told, of what these dimensions look like in their lives, how they see 
them in their colleagues or their boss-demonstrating their increased cultural self- and 
other-awareness. They gave examples of how they now regard their colleagues differ-
ently. No one disagreed with his or her overall profile. It was also easy to believe this 
evidence. Both methods provide helpful information as potential users evaluate the tool 
in light of their goals and/or training objectives. 
Ethicality 
Interviews were included in this study in part to "increase participation by the 
group being studied at various points in the research process" (Martin & Butler, 200 I, p. 
290). They made this original research study more participatory and reciprocal. They 
kept me mindful that people take this instrument, review the report, use it, and think 
about how it reflects them. I listened. I learned things I would not have known other-
WISe. 
In the interviews, I realized that, despite all of my intercultural sensitivities, I had 
approached this study and framed it from my own individualistic perspective. The group 
profile was important- just as important as the individual profiles, and perhaps even 
more so to some. However, it was not given much attention in this study. It should be 
kept in mind for future research. 
Furthermore, my individualistic mindset in my research was that I was interview-
ing an individual and they would only give information about themselves. I learned the 
importance of relationships between the interviewees. The interviews of the people who 
worked closely together, or who knew each other outside the office, provided important 
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insights. This information allowed a degree of triangulation of the CMN reports. It was 
simply fortuitous in a stratified random sampling as used in this project. In future studies 
like this one, planning for triangulation could be a better method. 
One of the challenges for all research studies is the potential for bias, both on the 
part of the researcher as well as the respondent. This is perhaps all the more a concern in 
this research, since I was an employee of the company that created the instrument. How-
ever, bias can go in many directions: our field of study or our faculty may prefer quantita-
tive data over or qualitative, or pleasing our employer might feel important and frustrat-
ing them could present challenges. 
In large part, this was addressed by the format used-unstructured interviews, 
with neutral prompts-so as to allow the respondents to give their own responses. In 
fact, with this freedom in the interview structure it was possible that they never com-
mented on the accuracy of their profile. Bailey (1998) highlights the neutrality of the un-
structured interview and points out that it can be "more valid than the highly structured 
interview" (p. 194). Secondly, I was mindful of this potential and to the best of my abil-
ity, acknowledged my bias, putting on the hat of a student, and taking an open-minded, 
curious approach. 
Lastly, I have been learning throughout this project how difficult it is to make a 
good assessment for such complex constructs as cultural dimensions, and I may have 
never questioned the preliminary statistical results ifl had not done the interviews and 
had such positive responses. It appears, at this point, that the statistics say one thing and 
the interviews say another. 
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Reliability 
"Reliability is a necessary pre-condition for validity" (Hinkin, 1995, p. 979), so 
we look at reliability first. Statistical analysis of the revised instrument shows significant 
improvement over the original. However, the preliminary results reveal that the tool falls 
short of being considered a reliable instrument. This study is exploratory and based on a 
small data sample, therefore it is understandably and appropriately inconclusive. Once a 
sufficient and uncorrupted sample is obtained, then an analysis can be conducted, after 
which questions could be dropped to optimize the scales. According to Hinkin (1995), 
"adequate internal consistency reliabilities can be obtained with as few as three items" (p. 
972), though he generally suggests five or six. 
Regarding what is acceptable reliability, Nunnally is often cited in the statistics 
literature as suggesting . 70 as a boundary for an acceptable reliability alpha, though there 
are published scales that are lower (DeVellis, 2003). DeVellis reports his own "comfort 
range" for alpha as "between .60 and .65, undesirable; between .65 and .70, minimally 
acceptable; between .70 and .80, respectable" (p. 95). Emmert and Barker (1989) cite .60 
or above as "expected to indicate that a particular measurement is reliable" (p. 72). 
Validity 
According to DeVellis (2003), "validity is inferred from the manner in which a 
scale was constructed, its ability to predict specific events, or its relationship to measures 
of other constructs" (p. 49), which correspond to the three common categories of valid-
ity-content, criterion-related, and construct. Content validity is generally addressed in 
the method of developing the scales (DeVellis, 2003; Hinkin, 1995; Gregory, 2007). 
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Hinkin (1995) stated that content validity "may be viewed as the minimum psychometric 
requirement for measurement adequacy" (p. 969). 
In developing the items for the CMN, the developers drew on the available litera-
ture, as well as on their extensive intercultural experience in the Middle East. Most of the 
research available focused on Western cultures, and secondarily, on Asian cultures. AI-
most none was available with an Arab population. Given this background, the developers 
went through an internal collaborative process to select and define the dimensions that 
would be measured, as well as the questions used to represent constructs. The creators 
developed the item pool through an exemplary process of collaboration by bringing hun-
dreds of questions to the table, reviewing the content, and coming to consensus on which 
to include. A great deal of effort went into analyzing and critiquing the items to get to 
the fmal pool used in the CMN. These were then subjected to further scrutiny in this the-
sis, through the clarity interviews and analysis of the findings in light of the literature re-
VIeW. 
The process followed by the developers is what Hinkin (1995) described as the 
deductive, or theory-based, approach. This is what the GLOBE study (2004) used, as op-
posed to the inductive, or empirical, approach, which is what Hofstede (1980) used. 
Most of the scales that Hinkin (1995) examined in his extensive review to identify best 
practices used a deductive approach. According to Hinkin, 
this approach requires an understanding of the phenomenon to be investigated and 
a thorough review of the literature to develop the theoretical definition of the con-
struct under examination. The definition is then used as a guide for the develop-
ment of items." (p. 969) 
Items can then be "subjected to a sorting process ... permitting the deletion of items" (p. 
970), which was done in the process followed by the development team. In essence, this 
was a variation of the more commonly used expert panel. In this development process 
that was followed, it is reasonable to conclude that the instrument would have content 
validity. 
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The interviews were analyzed for, among other things, indications of whether the 
respondents' profiles reflected how they saw themselves. The respondents were not 
asked directly in order to minimize bias toward a positive response, as suggested by Bai-
ley (1994). Six said that their profiles reflected them; two said it reflected the answers 
that they gave, and two did not comment on their individual profiles. Of these last two, 
one discussed the group profile the entire time and the other (Interviewee 9) implied that 
his profile was accurate through his explanation of comparing profiles with a colleague. 
Almost all indicated that their profiles were accurate and no one said that their profile 
was not. 
Accuracy of profiles was demonstrated in multiple ways. Commonly, the respon-
dents began with a statement that the profile reflected them. This was true whether they 
were the same as the majority or very different. This was then supported with examples. 
Sometimes it was supported by interviewees relating that they had discussed profiles with 
colleagues and confirmed their colleagues' profile, providing a degree of triangulation. 
One participant mentioned that she did not know the "right" answer, i.e., the so-
cially desirable answer. If the right or good answer is not apparent, this makes for a good 
instrument because it is hard to fake (DeVellis, 2003). Because these were unstructured 
interviews, each participant gave different information and no one else made reference to 
the obscurity of "right" answers. 
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About half had questions on one or two particular dimensions. These questions 
were answered in various ways. In some cases, as interviewees reflected on a specific 
dimension, they decided that it was indeed like them. In a few cases, it appeared that 
they did not understand the dimension as measured by the tool, so they were not actually 
questioning the construct. For Interviewee 8, it appeared that the issue was the difference 
between the person at work and at home, and he was questioning the profile as a com-
plete self, rather than in the work context, which is what the instrument was designed to 
measure. This willingness to question strengthens the positive statements made of the 
instrument: that it reflected those who took it, that they learned from it, and that they 
found it helpful. 
Practical Implications 
The CMN helps teach the cultural dimension concepts, which for most are new 
concepts or categories through which to make sense oftheir experiences. Participants 
learn the dimensions - apart from their own profile - so that the concepts can be applied 
in various ways and contexts. The CMN also gives names for the concepts, which en-
ables participants to talk with each other about them. Participants can explain their be-
havior as it relates to one of the 12 dimensions, explaining it both to themselves, as well 
as their colleagues (and even their family). This learning of new terms and concepts are 
among the benefits of using a self-awareness inventory identified by Fowler and Blohm 
(2004). 
Participants learned about themselves. This cultural self-awareness is founda-
tional to intercultural competence (Benoett, 2009; Kozai Group, 2009; Ward, Bochner, & 
Furnham, 2001). This happened both through private self-reflections on the report, as 
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well as through discussing the profiles with their colleagues. One interviewee stated that 
people had told her these things about herself, but she had not believed them until she 
saw the profile. 
During the workshop, some people discussed their profiles with one another. 
They did this of their own initiative. When they were given time to look over their pro-
file, they got up and started comparing and discussing among themselves. Feedback in 
the workplace is valuable and rare (Kirkland & Manoogian, 1998). Somewhat unexpect-
edly, use of this tool provided an opportunity for feedback to be sought and given. The 
conversation allowed colleagues to affirm one another in their styles, or to learn some-
thing new. 
Learning about their cultural selves also allowed for some to understand changes 
that they had gone through. They were able to formulate a different answer to the ques-
tion "Who am I?", which J. Bennett (1998, p. 220) explained arises frequently during cul-
tural transitions. Participants were able to identify changes in their cultural preferences, 
and to understand it as adaptation. They had expanded their repertoire of communication 
styles; this was not necessarily permanent change. And as expatriates, this applied to 
daily life, not just the work enviromnent. 
Participants learned about their colleagues. They liked the team information as 
much as (and sometimes more than) their individual profile. As one participant put it, 
after reviewing and comparing profiles, she "really understood how different people are." 
The next step is then what to do with those differences. They began to understand each 
other, and give more space and place to other styles. They saw the benefit in other pat-
terns, or at least began to, rather than to criticize them. This is what Thomas and Inkson 
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(2003) described as a result of cultural self-awareness. Participants became less judg-
mental because now they had more options for explaining and understanding another per-
son's behavior (Fowler & Blohm, 2004). As the same participant said, "I can relate 
[that], now, OK, this is the reason." This can help avoid conflict, as Storti (2001) ex-
plained, or more correctly identifY the root of a conflict, and thus find a more appropriate 
solution. 
Understanding others can also mean more ability to influence them (Adler, 2002). 
Not just colleagues, but also clients. This can be used well, such as finding appropriate 
and meaningful ways to motivate. One interviewee mentioned the preparation they make 
before meeting with a client or potential client and how they make adjustments - this will 
enable them to be better prepared. Of course, the danger is that it can also be misused 
and become manipulative. 
One interviewee indicated that he questioned the instrument because he expected 
bell curves on the group profile and the distributions were not exactly that. While we 
might expect this with a national or monocultural sample, this study was conducted with 
an expatriate, multicultural sample. We do not expect to see a bell curve because, not 
only is the respondent population from a variety of cultures, but even more so because, as 
expatriates, each one may represent a variety of cultures (House et al., 2004). 
It is important that the CMN be used and administered in the manner for which it 
was designed. The CMN is not a stand-alone tool; it is meant to be used in the context of 
training or coaching by an accredited practitioner. As with almost any assessment, it is 
important that the participants are not told that their profile is who they are, but rather 
instructed to consider the information and discuss their reflections with the facilitator. 
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(Fowler & Blohm, 2004; Brown & Knight, 1999). The value is in the process, rather than 
only in the tool itself. The CMN needs to be coupled with or followed by what to do with 
these differences. Participants need help transferring these somewhat abstract ideas into 
concrete action. As Tan and Chua (2003) pointed out, cognitive and experiential training 
"work best in tandem" (p. 270). Or as Renwick (2008) put it, "only an integrated pro-
gram can provide integrated learning .... Only integrated learning can be recalled and 
applied" (p. 441 ). 
Theoretical Implications and Directions for Future Research 
Development of intercultural competence is one of the areas of theory about 
which this research raises questions. Although self-awareness is listed in the literature as 
one of the first components necessary to building intercultural competence, this was not 
clear in the interviews, as most demonstrated growth in both self-awareness and other-
awareness in the same interview. This could possibly reflect the fact that they were given 
both the individual and the group profiles. Another possible explanation is that most 
were multicultural individuals who may have already gained a degree of cultural self-
awareness and were at the point in their competence development of becoming more cul-
turally other-aware, as well as continuing to grow in self-awareness (Bennett, 2009). A 
third possible explanation is that the process is cyclical (or spiral), going back and forth 
between the two as the person grows in intercultural understanding, rather than linear as 
many models portray it. 
It could also reflect individualistic or collectivistic tendencies. Fowler and Blohm 
(2004) stated that "individualist cultures are more likely to understand and profit from 
[self-awareness instruments in] training" (p. 56). However, they went on to add that 
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"some instruments can be quite effective in teaching about cultures when typical profiles 
for people from other cultures are available for comparison [italics added]" (p. 56). Per-
haps that is what is happening in the case of the CMN- because of the presence of the 
group profile, in addition to the personal profile, people can compare, thus making it 
more widely effective. Some of the participants seemed more interested in comparing 
and discussing their profiles than in reflecting privately on their own. This makes sense 
if people define who they are in relation to one another (Triandis, 1995; Markus & Kita-
yama, 1991 ). Then the way to make sense of the information in this instrument is to dis-
cuss with others (team, boss, family, etc.). Perhaps self-awareness is the first step in de-
veloping intercultural competence in individualistic cultures, and in collectivistic cul-
tures, where self is not defined so separately from the group, self-awareness and other-
awareness are intertwined and happen simultaneously. Deardorff (2009) pointed out in 
her summary chapter, which synthesizes multiple models of intercultural competence de-
velopment, that 
a focus on relational aspects in ... intercultural competence, which means focus-
ing on the relationships and on all interact ants involved, beyond the individual 
(who is the primary focus of Western models and definitions) ... was a noted gap 
in the existing Western definitions of intercultural competence. (p. 265) 
While it does appear that using the CMN in training increases cultural self- and 
other-awareness, the degree of increase was not measured. The degree of increase could 
be related to various factors, however, apart from the use of the instrument. It could be 
mitigated by factors such as prior intercultural knowledge or the respondent's stage in the 
Developmental Model oflntercultural Sensitivity (M. Bennett, 1998). Some questions 
arise out of this that could be interesting in future research: is the degree of increase in 
self-awareness dependent on how similar or different the person is from their team or 
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from the group profile? Is it dependent on how similar or different their results are from 
what they expected? 
Another point that arose in the interviews is that context matters. When partici-
pants discussed a dimension, and whether or how it reflected their preferences, they were 
thinking of themselves in a particular context. When it happened that one interviewee 
discussed another's questionable dimension, they would present a different context. Any 
instrument such as this that necessarily simplifies. the cbnstrncts (dimensions, in this case) 
cannot cover all contexts. It must cover the context defmed by the theoretical construct, 
but that will not necessarily be the same as what the respondent thinks it means. This is 
an inherent challenge in this kind of shortcut to understanding our cultural selves. Thus it 
is meant to be an introduction, a beginning of a discussion and of a journey to under-
standing one's cultural self, and should not be left there. As Weaver (1993) said, so-
journers "move beyond the simple contrasts to understand that there are also similarities 
among various cultures around the globe and that differences along the continuum are a 
matter of degree" (p. 161 ). We start first with the simple, and should not neglect to move 
to the more complex. As a consultant and trainer, however, I know how difficult it can 
be to get the opportunity to do this, as it requires more time, and more money, as well as 
a desire and recognition of need on the part of the participants. Furthermore, little re~ 
search has been done on the variations of a dimension in different contexts, and more is 
needed. One good example of this is the study by Nelson, AI Batal, and El Bakary · · 
(2002) on directness and indirectness in Egyptian Arabic and U.S, English communica-
tion. 
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Lastly, the interviews indicated that naming makes a difference. The interviews 
demonstrated occasional discrepancies between the respondent's understanding of the 
dimensions and the constructs actually being measured. Most of the dimensions that the 
interviewees questioned appeared to be the result of this misunderstanding. There could 
be various explanations for this. It could be that they did not grasp the CMN defmition as 
they had only been through a very brief workshop, and consequently the presentation of 
the dimensions was brief. This makes it difficult to present new, abstract concepts with 
sufficient concrete examples. It could be because of how the dimensions were presented 
by the workshop facilitator. It could also be that in reviewing the report, they were most 
influenced by the title of the dimension. This would be all the more true (that is, the 
name would be all the more influential) when little time has been spent on explaining the 
dimension (as in the case of this study), leaving the Ieamer to rely more on first impres-
sions- most likely the name- and as Watzlawick (1978) noted, "it is known that alan-
guage does not so much reflect reality as create it" (Watzlawick, 1978, p. 16, quoted in 
Renwick, 2004, p. 448). Projecting forward, this is also likely to be true as people dis-
cuss the dimensions and use the name as a shortcut to refer to the construct. Cultural di-
mensions have been named mostly by researchers, but to my knowledge, no research has 
been done on how these labels affect the acceptance, understanding, or application of the 
concepts by the users. Renwick (2004) advocated that "if our work is new, our ways of 
working are new, and some of our insights are new, we must create new ways to express 




The data sample was small and a larger one is needed. While Nunnally (1978) 
suggests a sample population of300, both DeVellis (2003) and Hinkin (1995) note that 
smaller sample sizes can be adequate depending on the number of items. However, given 
the length of the instrument, there are still too few responses at this time to draw conclu-
swns. 
The unstructured format of the interview, while helping to address issues of bias, 
could lead to certain limitations of data since the interviewees were free to answer ques-
tions or talk in any direction they chose (Bailey, 1994). Not all interviewees addressed. 
the themes to the same degree. Although as much as possible, this was compensated for 
by the use of prompts to focus the direction and elicit more information related to the 
questions of interest. Also, the respondents did not always talk about the entire profile, 
and often they discussed only one or two dimensions. The assumption I have made here 
is that the dimensions that are inaccurate would stand out to them or that they would be 
surprised by a dimension on which they scored differently than they expected. With this 
assumption then, I assumed any dimensions that they did not discuss were "normal," or 
not note-worthy. 
Another potential limitation comes from the interviewees. Would they be willing 
to say if they thought the profile did not reflect them (Bailey, 1994)? In this study, there 
seemed to be a willingness to question. Several people raised questions about one or 
more of the dimensions. These questions were then later resolved in various ways, with 




There was one questioned dimension that came up twice- context (for-
mal/informal). The interviewees thought their placement was slightly questionable, and 
the descriptions and examples the two interviewees gave were different than the assess-
ment definition. It appeared that they were using their own concept of what an "infor-
mal" workplace is. It would be prudent for KnowledgeWorkx to review their labels and 
illustrations, particularly for the context dimension, and consider renaming. They may 
also consider redefining what they mean by and are measuring in the context dimension. 
It could also be that this dimension is not a strong enough etic concept to be included in a 
global instrument. 
Regarding reliability, KnowledgeWorkx will need to run statistical analysis on a 
larger sample size to qualify this instrument as a psychometric tool. It will be important 
to ensure that this data is free from input error, so using a fresh sample from the new on-
line system would avoid any possibilities of corruption of the data from the old system to 
the new. 
One way of demonstrating validity would be to administer the instrument to a 
monocultural group and see if the results returned the expected bell curves for each di-
mension as predicted based on previous research. However, finding a monocultural 
group in Dubai of the required size and that speaks English is impossible. Perhaps more 
importantly, this would be going against the intent of the instrument- it would be prov-
ing validity in a context (monocultural) for which it was not designed or intended to be 
used. 
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After administration of the revised version to a new research sample is finished 
and statistical analysis has been completed, that information can be used to evaluate 
changes to the scales (Hinkin, 1995). With all the data in hand, scales can be optimized, 
e.g., dropping some questions, to achieve maximum reliability and validity for the CMN. 
KnowledgeWorkx may also want to consider changing the question format as a 
possible way to improve scale performance. The current dichotomous answer format was 
used to increase the potential for accurate measurement. However, given the limited 
number of items per dimension, it may also make reliability more difficult to achieve due 
to lack of sufficient variance for statistical analysis. As Hinkin ( 1995) notes, "it is impor-
tant that the scale used generates sufficient variance among respondents for subsequent 
statistical analysis" (p. 972). KnowledgeWorkx may want to consider trialing a 4-point 
or 6-point scaled answer, which provides more variety in the answers and may increase 
reliability. The even number scale (four or six) still requires respondents to choose one 
side or the other (De Vellis, 2003 ), but allows more distinction, and can increase variance. 
Another way to address this issue could be to use a statistical standardization correction 
procedure that was developed by van de Vijver and Leung (1997) and extended by the 
GLOBE study (House et al., 2004). 
Lastly, having an expert panel review the items and then assessing inter-rater 
agreement, as DeY ellis (2003) suggested, would be another means of strengthening the 
argument for content validity. 
Usefulness 
When Paige (2004) raises the question of usefulness in deciding upon an instru-
ment, he says, 
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issues to consider include the ability of the instrument to create interest in the 
concepts, generate greater self-awareness, help trainers meet training objectives, 
provide results that will guide the learners in their intercultural development, and 
establish a baseline measure. All of these are important matters that should be 
taken into account by the trainer. (p. 92) 
According to the interviews, the CMN did all these things except establish a baseline. 
Judging by the general enthusiasm of many of the interviewees, it did appear to 
generate interest. For example, some took the report home and discussed it with their 
spouses. Others commented that they wanted to learn how to make the intercultural 
knowledge into practice. 
Almost all interviewees demonstrated an increase in self-awareness, and not only 
in this, but also in other-awareness. They discussed what they learned about their own 
cultural preferences, how people are different, how to relate to their team, and how they 
might need to adjust to the team or others. Some also felt affirmed in their profile and in 
seeing in another form what they had felt or had heard from others. They also discussed 
application to people outside the immediate team or colleagues represented in the report. 
For example, some talked about application to clients, other offices, the organization as 
an entity and, on the personal side, family members. 
Meeting training objectives depends on the objeCtives. If the training objectives 
are to communicate a cultural general framework, and increase cultural self- or other 
awareness, then yes, this instrument helps accomplish these objectives. If the participants 
are to gain greater understanding of their cultural self, then yes, it is so. If one of the ex-
pected outcomes is teaching new concepts and giving a vocabulary for these concepts, so 
that people have labels and can then use their new vocabulary in discussion with their 
colleagues, then again, yes, this instrument will help meet these training objectives. 
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Conclusion 
"Culture hides much more. than it reveals, and. strangely enough, what it hides, it 
hides most effectively from its own participants" (Hall, 1959, p. 39). The CMN is a tool 
to measure dimensions of culture in order to bring culture to the surface and help people 
identify and examine what is hidden. There is a strong theoretical foundation for the cul-
tural dimensions measured by the CMN, indicating content validity and a strong indica-
tion of face validity in the interviews of CMN respondents. Statistical reliability showed 
poor performance in preliminary tests, but needs to be reexamined at a later date on a full 
sample size to draw any conclusions regarding qualification as a psychometric assess-
ment. The research presented here is original, exploratory, and part of an on-going pro-
cess of scale development. 
The participants indicated that the CMN is helpful in providing insight into cul-
tural dimensions and generating reflection and a conversation about an individual's pref-
erences along those dimensions. It helps teach new concepts, through which a person 
learns to identify cultural dimensions at work, and in the process, gains new vocabulary 
with which to articulate their experiences. This applies equally to teams. The new un-
derstanding that comes from participating in CMN training and the shared language that 
develops enables them to co-create a shared culture. 
According to the interviews, the desired outcome of increased cultural self- and 
other-awareness was achieved. The fact that the participants responded positively to their 
report, and demonstrated growth in their own cultural self-awareness and awareness of 
other's cultural preferences as a result of the CMN in training indicates that it is a useful 
and worthwhile instrument. 
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Ends of or Points along the Dimension Continuum 
Private - Public 
Activities in sequence - Activities overlap 
Future oriented - Past oriented 
Self determination- Fatalism 
Rules/Situational 
Status difference played down - Status differences 
emphasized 
Self directed/Other directed 
Individualist - Collective 
Task-oriented" Relationship-oriented 
Direct - Indirect 
Logical - Instinctive 
Resolving - A void 
Control - Harmony - Constraint 
Single-focus- Multi-focus 
Fixes - Fluid 
Past - Present - Future 
Doing - Being 
High-context - Low-context 
Direct - Indirect 
Instrumental - Expressive 
Formal - Informal 
Public - Private 
Hierarchy - Equality 
Individualist - Collectivistic 
Universalistic - Particularistic 
Competitive - Cooperative 
Order - Flexibility 
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Instrument 
Cultural Dimension Ends of or Points along the Dimension Continuum 
Cultural Orientations Indicator cont. 
Thinking Deductive - Inductive 
" Linear - Systematic 
Cultural Perspectives Questionnaire 
Relation to environment Harmony 
" " Mastery 
" " Subjugation 





















Culture in the Workplace Questionnaire 
















Need for certainty- Tolerance for ambiguity 
Achievement - Quality of life 
Long-term - Short-term 
High - Mid - Low 
High - Mid - Low 
High - Mid - Low 
High - Mid - Low 
High - Mid - Low 
High - Mid - Low 
High - Mid - Low 
High - Mid - Low 















Ends of or Points along the Dimension Continuum 
Independent - Interdependent 
Egalitarianism - Status 
Risk - Restraint 
Direct - Indirect 
Task - Relationship 
Short-term- Long-term 
Hierarchy - Equality 
Direct - Indirect 
Individuality - Group 
Task - Relationship 
Risk - Caution 
Transactional - Relational 
Stratified - Egalitarian 
Controlling - Constrained 
Public - Private 
Precise -Approximate 
Intuitive - Experimental 
Holistic - Detailed 
Universal - Particular 
Individualism - Communitarianism 
Affective -Neutral 
Specific - Diffuse 
Achieved - Ascribed 
Past - Present - Future 
Control - Go along 
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(Berardo, 2006; Schmitz, 2003; International Institute for Management Development, 
n.d.; IT AP International, 2011; House et a!., 2004; Aperian Global, 2007; Peterson, 2004; 
Richardson Global, n.d.; Trompenaars & Hampden Turner, 1998). 
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Note: Some assessments name a dimension by its ends; for these, the dimension name 
has been left blank as the end points are given. Global Learning, Simmons Global 
Cultural Assessment Tool, and WorldPrism Profiler (ICI, 2010) are not included above 
because the companies did not respond to requests for information, nor was it available 
from other sources tried, such as the researchers who compiled the list for the 
Intercultural Communication Institute. 
APPENDIX B: CLARITY INTERVIEW IMPLEMENTATION 
Interview Protocol 
1. Start with an invitation (sample included in this appendix), which includes the 
following information: 
• Length: 1.5-2 hrs. 
• Location: usually a nice cafe 
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• They will need to take the CM assessment online, which takes approx. 45 min., a 
few days prior to the interview. They will receive an email with a code for 
logging in. 
• The purpose of the interview, which is that KnowledgeWorkx is in the process of 
validating the CM tool and we want people's reactions to the questions. We will 
be using the information to refine the questions on the assessment. 
• They will receive the results of their assessment at the end of the interview. 
2. When they have agreed to participate and an interview has been scheduled, remember 
to: 
• remind them a few days prior about completing CMN; 
• remind them of the interview meeting on the day (sms works great). 
3. Set-up 
• Location: nice cafe with comfortable chairs, not too noisy 
• Business dress 
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Print out of interviewee's CMN report 
KnowledgeWorkx Brochures 
DVR and extra batteries 
Introductory speech 
List of questions 
Scorecard for note-taking 











Order drinks and food and get acquainted 
Introductory speech and consent 
Ask to turn off mobile phone or turn to silent 
Check DVR for voice levels 
Give interviewee the list of questions 
Read Reminder: "Please remember there are no right or wrong answers. What is 
most helpful is your initial response to the questions. We would like to know 
your thoughts." If necessary, more assurance can be given throughout so that the 
person is comfortable and to encourage the person, particularly if from and 
honor/shame culture, to give honest responses, not what they think the interviewer 
wants to hear. Generally, though, this is most clearly communicated through the 







Ask "Is there anything you would like to add or anything you would like to tell 
me?" 
Provide copy of results and go over quickly (about 5 min.) and, if appropriate, 
explain how this fits into KW suite of products and give brochure 
Thank you 
Optional (not done in UAE): Give gift 




Review notes, clarifY 
BackupDVR 
Type up notes immediately 
Sample Invitation Email 
Dear (Name), 
KnowledgeWorkx is finalizing a cultural mapping tool that assists professionals to better 
understand the cultural influences on decision-making and behavior in the workplace. I 
am inviting you to take the questionnaire and share your comments and questions as part 
of the validation research process. 
Participation will involve taking the KnowledgeWorkx Cultural Mapping and Navigation 
(CMN) assessment (for free), which is an online questionnaire that takes 30-45 minutes. 
You would take this a few days prior to meeting with our Research Consultant who will 
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ask a set of questions regarding the questionnaire. This meeting will take approximately 
I .5-2 hours. At the conclusion, you will receive your personal CMN profile report. 
As part of the research and refming process, your feedback is critical to the production of 
a practical, effective tool and we would greatly appreciate your assistance. If you are 
interested, I am happy to answer any questions you have. To participate, let me know of 
your interest and I will have Beth Yoder, our Research Consultant, contact you to make 
arrangements. 
Interview Introduction 
Thank you for taking the time to participate in this research. It will help us a great 
deal. We are going to go over the questions that were in the Cultural Mapping 
assessment you recently took. We are trying to find out whether the questions are 
worded well. We recognize that the meaning of words and situations can be interpreted 
differently by different people. In other words, they mean one thing to one person and 
mean something different to another person. So we want to know what the questions 
meant to you. The information will be used to improve the wording of the questions in 
future versions. 
I was not involved in writing the questions, so please feel free to say whatever 
you think about the questions. 
I will be taking notes as you talk, but I would also like to record the session (if 
you are comfortable with being recorded) so that I don't miss any of your comments. 
Also, if something were to happen to my notes, then I have a backup copy. (test digital 
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voice recorder now) 
I will give you a list of the questions that were on the assessment and then I will 
ask the same questions of each of those 72 questions. 
All responses will be kept confidential. This means that your interview responses 
will only be shared with research team members and any information we include in our 
report will not identify you as the respondent. 
Are there any questions. about what I have just explained? 
Are you willing to participate in this interview? 
APPENDIX C: SAMPLE RESEARCH BRIEF 
Research Brief: 
Cultural Mapping and Navigation Validation 
Prepared for Company 
Dubai, United Arab Emirates 
By Beth Yoder, Research Consultant 
KnowledgeWorkx, Ltd. 




Knowledge Workx is fmalizing a cultural mapping tool that assists professionals 
to better understand the cultural influences on decision-making and behavior in the 
workplace. The self-awareness and other-awareness generated by the Cultural Mapping 
and Navigation (CMN) instrument is used to improve personal performance, team 
dynamics and to develop more effective leadership. 
Project Background 
The CMN is a questionnaire aimed at identifYing an individual's personal cultural 
profile along 12 cultural dimensions. It is a proprietary instrument ofKnowledgeWorkx 
Ltd., in the United Arab Emirates, and is in the final stages oftesting for reliability and 
validity. The 12 dimensions are based on a review of the relevant literature and on 
Knowledge Workx extensive experience consulting with multinational companies in the 
Middle East and Southern Africa. The questions were developed for the instrument by a 
multicultural team using consensus decision-making. The assembled instrument was 
then tested qualitatively (interviews) and quantitatively (statistical analysis) and 
researchers used the gathered data to revise the instrument according to De Vellis' scale 
development guidelines. 
This instrument follows in the footsteps of two giants in the field cross-cultural 
management: G. Hofstede and F. Trompenaars. However, it is attempting to do 
something that they did not do and which is critical for our globalizing business 
environment today -provide statistically reliable individual cultural profiles. In other 
words, the early pioneers in this field provided generalizations about national or regional 
cultures (e.g. Indian, German or Arab) and created national cultural profiles. 
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Knowledge Workx wants to provide individualized information accurately reflective of 
the employee. 
Project Plan 
Currently KW is in the process of statistical validation of the CMN. In order to do 
this, we will administer free-of-charge the CMN and one month later a (second) corollary 
instrument that has already been validated to approximately 300 professionals of varying 
cultural backgrounds. 
Your company will receive a complimentary 3-hour workshop for all research 
participants. This workshop will explore the cultural dimensions measured and provide 
tools for more effective multicultural teams. 
Finally, 10 people will be individually interviewed regarding their perceptions of 
their individual CMN profiles. KnowledgeWorkx will choose these people according to 
certain criteria in order to represent a broad spectrum of backgrounds. These interviews 
will be conducted after completion of both questionnaires and the workshop. The online 
CMN, corollary questionnaire and individual interviews will take approximately 45 
minutes each. 
Project Outcome 
To conclude the research project, Siemens will receive an executive report and 
organizational profile based on the results. This report will profile the continuum of 
individual cultural preferences, identifY the opportunities for culture-based synergy and 
creativity, and offer an action plan for organizational development. 
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APPENDIX D: SAMPLE CMN REPORT 
KnowledgeWorkx 
Cultural Mapptng Assessment 
~ 
Cultural Mapping Assessment 
KnowledgeWorkx Ltd. 








Cultural MarnHng Assessment 
~ 
Congratulations! 
About the Cultural Mapping & Navigation Profile 
You have now completed the KnowledgeWorkx Cultural Mapping & Navigation assessment and we trust it will shed light 
on how your personal style is influenced by your personal cultural development. In the following pages you will discover 
part of your personalpultural Profile and get an idea of the overall cultural dynamics of decision~making teams in your 
organisation. The assessment measures 12 dimensions by asking 6 questions for each dimension. 
This assessment is intended to help you discover the impact of culture,and to equip you with a cultural matrix to better 
understand yourself and others. Every assessment tool is designed to point people in the right direction, helping them 
with anchors and pointers towards growth and deeper understanding. As you work through this report, please be realistic 
and use the things that have been helpful. Think of this assessment as an opportunity to grow on the basis of deeper 
personal understanding. This assessment will only bear fruit if you make a personal commitment to grow. 
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KnowledgeWorkx 
Cultural Mapping Assessment 
~ 
Self Culture Discovery 
In this self-culture discovery segment, we hope the following exercises will be helpful: 
1. Understanding the Results- Write down several ways in which the results represent you and your behavior. Write down 
several situations in which your thinking or behaving was consistent with your assessment results. 
Examples: Dimensions: 
2. Recognizing your Positive Impact- Write down examples where your behavior resulted in a positive contribution to the 
situation 
Examples: Dimensions: 
3. Recognising your Negative Impact- Write down examples where your behavior resulted in a negative contribution to 
the situation 
Examples: Dimensions: 
4. Using the Results for Growth - Based on the above exercises, write down the dimensions where personal growth would 











8. Decision Making 
9. Planning 




Cultural Mappmg Assessrnent 
~ 
The Cultural Mapping & Navigation Definitions 
Do you prefer to see your organization invest more in its people or in the material 
things such as its infrastructure? 
Do you see relationships as merely situational, where a friendship is restricted to a 
few parts of your life, or are relationships universal, where a formed relationship will 
extend to almost all areas of life? 
Are you innovation-oriented, focused on plans and ideas as a measurement for 
success in the future, or are you tradition-oriented, focusing on past achievements 
as a measurement for success and status? 
Do you direct your destiny, trying to shape your circumstances so that they fit your 
goals, or are you more directed by the outside world, adapting to the circumstances, using 
them to reach certain goals? 
Is your culture formal with a high context, where you need to know a lot of unwritten 
rules to become an insider, or is it an informal culture, with a low context, where it 
does not matter how you behave as long as it is meant sincerely? 
Do you see people easily included in a group when they happen to be at the same 
place, or are appointments and discussions merely an exclusive thing for the people 
involved, and others should wait for their turn? 
Are feelings and emotions revealed and expressed freely and uninhibited (both verbal 
and non-verbal), or are they concealed and subdued, seeing the mastering of 
emotions as the correct thing to do? 
Do you prefer to work by the rules and bylaws when decisions are made, or is it more 
important to take into account the relationship between the people involved? 
Are you more time-oriented or people and event-oriented in relation to planning 
and scheduling your life? 
Do you communicate directly and openly, or is it more appropriate to use an indirect, 
third-person form of communication? 
Are you more individualistic, where you are primarily accountable to yourself, or are 
the opinions, growth, and direction of your community important than your own? 
Is status best ascribed to people due to their birth, class, and the particular college 
where they studied, or is it achieved by people through hard work, diligence and 
personal success? 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l__J~~! I . ! 
KnowledgeWorkx 
Cultural Mapping Assessment 
The Group Profile! 
The Group Profile gives a summary of the results of the whole group. The column to the right of the profile lists the 12 dimensions that are used in the assesment. The other two 
columns at the sides of the graph represent the range of real-life value orientations for the same dimension. The chart is used to plot your responses along the values dimensions 
continua according to your assessment answers. 
The overview of the whole group is intended to show you the cultural diversity in the group. The colored bars in the graph represent the total spread in the group on each of the 
dimensions. You will also find numbers written on each colored bars. The numbers on the left depict how many people in the group had a preference from 4-1. The numbers on the 
right depict how many people had a preference from 1-4. 
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Cultu r al Mappin g Assessment 
Self - Culture Profile at Work: 
The Self- Culture Profile gives a summary of your personal result in your work environment. Based on your answers, we have plotted your preferences along the 
values dimensions continua. The coloured bars in the graph represent the total spread in the group on each of the dimensions, and the white box represents your 
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Cultural Mapping Ass-essment 
~ 
My Profile! 
What Does Your Profile Mean? 
1. Method of Investing for Growth 
People Oriented- You see growth and investment in growth mainly through the development of people. You are 
more likely to invest in staffing, people, team and leadership development to influence the bottom line in a positive way. 
You may therefore believe that good systems, processes and procedures follow through the development of people. 
2. Extent of Relationships 
A tendency towards being Situational Oriented- You may prefer not to extend relationships to different spheres of 
life but may have learned to make a relationship more universally applicable when the situation demands it. An example 
of this is where you may extend a work relationship into the social environment. You may however feel uncomfortable 
with extending a social relationship into the work place. 
3. Outlook on Success 
In the Middle between Innovation & Tradition- Both great performance in the past as well as good ideas, plans and 
innovation focused on the future may be valued as good indicators for future performance. When looking back, you may 
cherish your legacies and can appreciate those of other organisations. You may also value the future in the same way. 
4. View of Destiny 
In the Middle between Directive & Directed- Depending on the work situation, you will want to be given control of 
your direction. In other situations you are comfortable with being fully directed by external circumstances. You tend to 
choose carefully when to become directive and when to allow yourself to be directed. Your work environment may be an 
interplay between submitting to the external forces and influencing the changes you see. 
5. Contextual Behavior 
A tendency of being Informal Oriented- You tend to feel most comfortable in an environment that is casual and 
where the building of relationships is done with minimal procedures and rituals. You have however learned to appreciate 
those who value a more formal approach and are however willing to accommodate and adjust to a more formal style. 
6. Limits in Connecting with Others 
A tendency towards being Exclusive Oriented- You feel most comfortable with situations where relationships 
operate on a "need to know" basis. You would normally find it uncomfortable if a third party enters an interaction without 
permission. lnspite of this, you have learned to identify people who are inclusive oriented and will be prepared to 
accommodate them. 
7. Ability to Express Emotions 
A tendency of being Conceal oriented -You may be inclined to be a private person who will feel uncomfortable when 
having to openly express your feelings to others. There are times when you feel it may be necessary to express your 
emotions in a controlled way. 
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a. How Decisions are Made 
KnowledgeWorkx 
Cultural Mapp111g Assessment 
~ 
A tendency of being Relationship Oriented -Relationships tend to have a stronger impact on the way you make 
decisions. You tend to believe that policies and procedures are a result of good relationships. In some circumstances you 
will find a healthy balance between the value of the relationship and the rules governing the relationship. You tend to 
place a higher value on the strength of the relationship. 
9. Priorities in Planning 
Time Oriented -When it comes to your method of planning, you tend to emphasize time schedules rather than 
people interruptions. You would normally honour the people you are dealing with by giving them a scheduled amount of 
time, and then by giving them your full attention during this time period. As a result, you might find it challenging to deal 
with distractions. You tend to believe that a successful working day is a result of well planned interactions. 
10. Method of Communication 
In the Middle between Direct & Indirect~ You seem to alternate between direct and indirect communication 
depending on the situation and the people who are involved. Although a situational approach to communication can be 
helpful, it may also lead to challenging situations when dealing with people who are strongly direct or strongly indirect 
oriented. 
11. Accountability to Others 
Community Oriented~ Your identity is strongly based upon the group or community you belong to (e.g. family, 
organisation, country, etc.). In your public behaviour and opinions, you feel a representative of this group, and therefore 
you feel strongly responsible and accountable to them. As a result, you tend to weigh your ideas and thoughts in the light 
of the overall opinion in the group or community. You might experience individual~oriented people as too verbal, or 
sometimes even disrespectful of authority structures. 
12. View of Status 
Achieve Oriented~ In your view, you were taught that status is attached to project, task and service related 
achievements. Having to report to people who don't seem to have earned their position may be a challenge for you. You 
do not think it is appropriate that mainly factors such as a person's family background and graduation from the right 
university, have a significant influence on the assignment of status. 
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APPENDIX E: FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEW IMPLEMENTATION 
Checklist 




A tentative invitation list should be drawn up prior to the workshop . 
Invitations should be given at the end of the workshop, followed by email 
invitations (see sample in this appendix) sent out immediately following the 
workshop (no later than 24 hrs. after), which include the following information: 
o Length: 30 minutes 
o Location: meeting room in the office or quiet cafe in the building 
o The purpose of the interview, which is that KnowledgeWorkx is in the 
process of validating the CM tool and we want people's reactions to the 
CMN. We will be using the information to refine the assessment. 
When the interviewee has accepted, confirm with an email and be sure to get their 
mobile number. 
2. Remind them 
• 
• 
Of the meeting time one day prior to the interview 
The day of (sms works great in Dubai) . 
3. Take to the interview 
• Print-out of interviewee's CMN report 




DVR and extra batteries 
Interview Guidelines 








• Get tea, coffee, etc. 
Introductory speech and consent (see sample in this appendix) 
Check DVR for voice levels · 
Interview (see guidelines in this appendix) 
Conclusion 
5. Following the interview 
• Review notes, clarify 
• BackupDVR 




Thank you for participating in the Cultural Mapping & Navigation (CMN) 
workshop. We hope you found your personal profile report interesting and we hope that 
the workshop provided further insight. 
You are being invited to participate in the last stage of the research, which is an 
interview regarding your response to the CMN information. We would appreciate your 
involvement, which would take approximately 30 minutes. If you agree to this, please 
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either send me an email or phone me directly at 055.844.xxxx and I will schedule a time 
convenient for you. 
Thank you again for your participation thus far. Your feedback is tremendously 




Introduction. Thank you for agreeing to participate in this research. It will help 
us a great deal. We are trying to better understand your experience of the CMN, such as 
your reactions and what you've learned. The information will be used to improve the use 
of the CMN. 
I will be taking notes as you talk, and if you are comfortable with it, I would like to 
record the session because I can't always write fast enough and I don't want to miss any 
of your comments. Also, if something were to happen to my notes, then I have a backup 
copy. (test digital voice recorder now) 
All responses will be kept confidential. This means that your interview responses 
will only be shared with research team members and any information we include in our 
report or other materials will not identify you as the respondent. 
Do you have any questions? 
Topic Guidelines 
Listen and probe for: 
• how well they understand what the dimensions look like in their life 
• 
• 
how accurate/inaccurate they think their profile is 
how much this understanding is a result of the CMN tool and/or workshop 
(separate the influence of the two if possible) 
Tell me about your CMN profile, describe it to me. 
Are there any dimensions that surprised you? Why? 
Are there any dimensions that didn't surprise you? Why not? 
It sounds like these points reflect you/don't reflect you. Tell me how they 
fit/don't fit. 
Was this new information to you? 
Ask about specific dimensions (the words that dimension can be replaced by the 
name of the dimension, e.g. accountability or direct-indirect communication) 
What does that dimension look like at work? or 
Can you give me an example of ... 
Tell me a story about ... 
that dimension in action at work? 
your preference for that dimension? 
More sample probes: 
what do you think of .. . 
tell me more about .. . 
explain that to me .. . 
explain what you mean by .. . 
give me an example of that .. . 
tell me about a time when you saw that ... 
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how is that? 
in what ways? 
anything else? 
Conclusion 
Is there anything else you'd like to tell me? 
Do you have any questions for me? 
Thank you for your participation in this research. We greatly appreciate it. 
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APPENDIX F: ITEM ANALYSIS OF CMN DIMENSIONS 
Accountability 
Mean: 2.41000 
Standard deviation: 1.19844 
Cronbach alpha: .235966 
Standardized alpha: .234181 
Average inter-item correlation: .048930 
Mean if Varif SD if Item-Tot Alpha if 
Item Deleted Deleted Deleted Corr Deleted 
D1Ql09 1.760 1.042 1.021 0.156 0.153 
D1Qll8 2.200 1.200 1.095 0.063 0.233 
D1Ql21 2.120 1.086 1.042 0.138 0.172 
DlQ130 2.210 1.126 1.061 0.160 0.159 
DlQ133 2.120 1.166 1.080 0.051 0.246 
D1Ql42 1.640 1.210 1.100 0.037 0.253 
Communication 
Mean: 1.79000 
Standard deviation: 1.15728 
Cronbach alpha: .264816 
Standardized alpha: .348610 
Average inter-item correlation: .083829 
Mean if Varif SD if Item-Tot Alpha if 
Item Deleted Deleted Deleted Corr Deleted 
D2Q72 1.330 0.941 0.970 0.141 0.207 
D2Q83 1.700 1.130 1.063 0.187 0.198 
D2Q86 1.480 1.010 1.005 0.110 0.235 
D2Q95 1.740 1.152 1.073 0.269 0.181 
D2Q98 1.190 1.054 1.027 0.032 0.309 




Standard deviation: 1.20684 
Cronbach alpha: .253499 
Standardized alpha: .274192 
Average inter-item correlation: .059734 
Mean if Varif SD if Item-Tot Alpha if 
Item Deleted Deleted Deleted Corr Deleted 
D3Q76 3.070 1.045 1.022 0.144 0.188 
D3Q79 2.960 1.058 1.029 0.151 0.182 
D3Q88 2.740 1.212 1.101 0.130 0.209 
D3Q91 3.370 1.233 l.llO 0.040 0.271 
D3Ql00 3.100 1.170 1.082 0.020 0.302 
D3Ql03 2.710 1.186 1.089 0.213 0.163 
Context 
Mean: 1.76768 
Standard deviation: 1.75446 
Cronbach alpha: .365738 
Standardized alpha: .417221 
Average inter-item correlation: .107735 
Mean if Varif SDif Item-Tot Alpha if 
Item Deleted Deleted Deleted Corr Deleted 
D4Ql12 1.162 1.004 1.002 0.298 0.293 
D4Qll5 1.687 2.821 1.680 0.166 0.344 
D4Ql24 1.283 2.526 1.589 0.171 0.325 
D4Ql27 L505 2.432 1.559 0.307 0.261 
D4Q136 1.717 2.950 1.718 0.065 0.373 




Standard deviation: 1.06035 
Cronbach alpha: .131740 
Standardized alpha: .146629 
Average inter-item correlation: .028714 
Mean if Varif SD if Item-Tot Alpha if 
Item Deleted Deleted Deleted Corr Deleted 
D5Q75 2.020 0.900 0.948 0.127 0.050 
D5Q84 2.430 0.765 0.875 0.117 0.034 
D5Q87 2.180 0.848 0.921 0.061 0.104 
D5Q96 2.730 0.937 0.968 0.083 0.089 
D5Q99 2.190 0.954 0.977 -0.064 0.237 
D5Ql08 2.800 1.040 1.020 0.015 0.137 
Destin 
Mean=5.02000 
Standard deviation: 1.15453 
Cronbach alpha: .519248 
Standardized alpha: .590415 
Average inter-item correlation: .199813 
Mean if Varif SD if Item-Tot Alpha if 
Item Deleted Deleted Deleted Corr Deleted 
D6Q77 4.080 1.134 1.065 0.256 0.487 
D6Q80 4.340 0.924 0.961 0.198 0.532 
D6Q89 4.090 0.962 0.981 0.585 0.362 
D6Q92 4.180 0.988 0.994 0.271 0.473 
D6Ql01 4.090 1.102 1.050 0.285 0.475 




Standard deviation: 1.04538 
Cronbach alpha: .122229 
Standardized alpha: .123557 
Average inter-item correlation: .023101 
Mean if Varif SD if Item-Tot Alpha if 
Item Deleted Deleted Deleted Corr Deleted 
D7Qlll 3.330 0.881 0.939 0.023 0.130 
D7Ql20 3.480 0.770 0.877 0.087 0.058 
D7Ql23 3.150 1.008 1.004 O.D38 0.114 
D7Ql32 3.880 0.886 0.941 0.040 0.113 
D7Ql35 3.240 0.902 0.950 0.077 0.081 
D7Ql44 3.370 0.853 0.924 0.033 0.122 
Growth 
Mean: 1.49000 
Standard deviation: 1.07774 
Cronbach alpha: .482755 
Standardized alpha: .569431 
Average inter-item correlation: .189616 
Mean if Varif SD if Item-Tot Alpha if 
Item Deleted Deleted Deleted Corr Deleted 
D8Qll4 1.420 0.864 0.929 0.466 0.349 
D8Ql17 1.260 0.752 0.867 0.302 0.402 
D8Ql26 1.370 0.873 0.934 0.282 0.417 
D8Ql29 1.290 0.766 0.875 0.320 0.389 
D8Ql38 0.660 1.124 1.060 -0.145 0.643 




Standard deviation: 1.18112 
Cronbach alpha: .137108 
Standardized alpha: .126331 
Average inter-item correlation: .023697 
Mean if Varif SD if Item-Tot Alpha if 
Item Deleted Deleted Deleted Carr Deleted 
D9Ql13 2.990 1.270 1.127 -0.028 0.178 
D9Qll6 3.140 0.980 0.990 0.204 0.000 
D9Ql25 3.520 1.230 1.109 -0.061 0.224 
D9Ql28 3.210 1.126 1.061 0.019 0.153 
D9Q137 3.200 1.040 1.020 0.110 0.060 
D9Ql40 3.090 1.102 1.050 0.094 0.081 
Plannin 
Mean: 3.73000 
Standard deviation: 1.17941 
Cronbach alpha: .195019 
Standardized alpha: .212559 
Average inter-item correlation: .043773 
Mean if Varif SDif Item-Tot Alpha if 
Item Deleted Deleted Deleted Carr Deleted 
DlOQllO 2.990 1.230 1.109 -0.046 0.273 
Dl0Qll9 3.140 0.960 0.980 0.181 0.064 
Dl0Ql22 3.150 1.028 1.014 0.106 0.143 
DlOQ131 3.020 0.980 0.990 0.213 0.041 
DlOQ134 3.510 1.370 1.170 -0.170 0.354 




Standard deviation: 1.08670 
Cronbach alpha: .044137 
Standardized alpha: .058764 
Average inter-item correlation: .010407 
Mean if Var if SD if Item-Tot Alpha if 
Item Deleted Deleted Deleted Corr Deleted 
DllQ78 2.300 1.170 1.082 -0.175 0.198 
DllQ81 2.290 0.886 0.941 0.187 0.000 
Dl1Q90 2.110 0.898 0.948 0.045 0.003 
DllQ93 1.900 1.070 1.034 -0.143 0.221 
D11Ql02 2.120 0.826 0.909 0.134 0.000 
D11Q105 1.630 0.953 0.976 0.114 0.000 
Status 
Mean: 5.32000 
Standard deviation: 1.00383 
Cronbach alpha: .563192 
Standardized alpha: .684886 
Average inter-item correlation: .278392 
Mean if Varif SD if Item-Tot Alpha if 
Item Deleted Deleted Deleted Corr Deleted 
D12Q73 4.360 0.810 0.900 0.422 0.493 
Dl2Q82 4.400 0.680 0.825 0.545 0.412 
Dl2Q85 4.360 0.810 0.900. 0.422 0.493 
D12Q94 4.360 0.830 0.911 0.361 0.511 
Dl2Q97 4.450 0.647 0.805 0.438 0.446 
D12Ql06 4.670 0.741 0.861 0.035 0.741 
Note: n=lOO, except Context n=99 
